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ABSTRACT
Recreation resources are unevenly d istribu ted  and co n s tan tly  
changing in the city. In this case, the structure of parks an d  
recreation resources in Omaha, N ebraska, are of concern. To 
form ulate a more precise and m eaningful notion of recreation su p p ly  
and demand; recreation scarcity, allocation and availability w ere  
calculated from a block by block survey o f Omaha’s popu la tion . 
Population density was used to determ ine the distribution of 
population relative to park acreage. Acres per capita w ith in  
recreation service areas was considered as a rough estim ate of 
intensity  of use at park facilities. A dditionally, acres of re c re a tio n  
land relative to acres of non-recreation land was used as a ro u g h  
m easure of land availability. Accessibility has been considered in  
terms of the distance of the population to existing park o p p o rtu n ities . 
S tandard planning allocation measures were applied as yet a n o th e r  
yardstick to measure Omaha’s supply of parks and recreation facilities 
to the public demand. All of this was done to answer the q u es tio n  
“Does Omaha have enough land dedicated to parks and rec rea tio n  
facilities to equitably serve the citizens of Om aha?”
The thesis was based on Central Place Theory with a tte n tio n  
given to the human and environm ental interaction. A geograph ical 
classification of Omaha’s parks and recreation system  was developed , 
providing a complete inventory of the park system. Problem solving 
involved an interactive map layering technique which served as a 
visual aide offering specific details of the City. An assessm ent of 
parks and recreation facilities exam ined the significance of facility
distribution  in relation to population. The broad geographic scope of 
the m odel best serves planners who use different kinds of 
inform ation sim ultaneously. The result is a geographic m o d e l 
prescrib ing parks and recreation facilities for Omaha. The m ode l 
indicated that more land needed to be dedicated to parks an d  
recreation facilities in order to equitably serve the popu la tion . 
Following the geographic model are points of concern in Om aha, 
N ebraska, that are also im portant to further research of parks an d  
recreation facility planning in the City.
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1Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION
Recreation facilities in the city of Omaha are u n e v e n ly  
d istribu ted  throughout the city. The spatial d istribution of th e  
population to recreation facilities is fundamental in developing a n  
understand ing  of the situation in Omaha, Nebraska. A geograph ic  
model for Omaha’s parks and recreation facilities needs to be ta ilo re d  
to fit the com prehensive plan of the city. Previous studies u se d  
census data to estim ate people to park ratios as indicators of p a rk  
needs. A com puter assisted map layering and merging technique can  
be used as a framework for future geographic modeling of the O m aha 
park and recreation system. The need for a clear and concise p a rk s  
and recreation facility developm ent plan which can easily be u p d a te d  
and used to predict needs within the system, results in a 
cartographically  designed geographic information system. This th e s is  
represen ts an evaluation of the handwork used to prepare th e  
geographic model and the degree to which planning p ro fess io n a ls  
were able to use this inform ation as they visualize alternatives. T he 
objectiv ity  of this project should allow planning to create p ro p o sa ls  
with confidence as it allows for subjectivity within the c ity
adm inistration . Analysis of the location, spatial d is trib u tio n ,
population characteristics and spatial relationships of v a rio u s
phenom ena were considered as the model developed. The City w as
able to resolve some of the problems associated with the parks a n d  
recreation  system  simply by obtaining the geographic model with all 
the details that resulted from the project. A precedent was set, once
2the model established equitable parks and recreation facility coverage  
throughout the city (City of Omaha, City Council Meeting, Spring 
1992).
Central Place Theory’s application in this project became e v id e n t 
during the cartographic process of service radii mapping. In order to  
help “decision makers” better understand the geography of the p a rk s  
and recreation system, interactive map analysis was followed by site  
analysis and inform ation synthesis. In the trad ition  of ap p lied  
research, the geographic model was designed to be com patible w ith  
the philosophy and tools used in Omaha’s Planning D epartm en t. 
However, the procedure provided a standardized  m ethod of analyzing  
the geography of the City and planning parks and recreation facility  
development from an equitable perspective.
In order to tighten the fit of the model to the city, p o p u la tio n  
statistics need to be updated and dem ographics recalculated e v e ry  
census year. Longevity of the geographic model will contribute to th e  
evolution of more precise parks and recreation  facility n ee d  
forecasting. The ideal parks and recreation facility plan must b e 
designed to meet the criteria of a collective decision making body  
concerned with federal health, safety and accessibility s ta n d a rd s . 
Omaha’s geographic model is based on real population d is tr ib u tio n s  
and justified by projected population growth and economic feasibility.
The model was not based on actual recreation  participation. I t  
was based on the established service area and carrying capac ity  
estim ates of Omaha’s parks and recreation planning p e rso n n e l 
directives per the recom m endations of the National Parks an d  
Recreation Recovery Program  in 1991. Securing traditional pub lic
3parks and recreation  facilities for the City ahead of developm ent is 
the purpose of the plan. The methods used to develop the geographic 
model for Omaha could be applied to any city. However, a c ity ’s 
geographic model would need to be designed according to th e  
“language of the landscape” specific to location and desired sp a tia l 
interaction (Bennett 1999). Though structure of the geographic m odel 
for O m aha’s parks and recreation system provides an example for c ity  
parks and recreation planning, it is understood that the results in  
other cities will be unique to the location.
THE PROBLEM
The dem and for parks and recreation facilities and services f a r  
exceeds a city's ability to upgrade facilities according to sa fe ty  
standards that city parks and recreation departm ents are expected to  
follow. W ith a m ethod of targeting the most critical locations fo r 
additional facilities and new parks, cities can spend tax dollars an d  
grant m oney more efficiently. This process of prioritizing a n d  
targeting locations serves the greatest number of citizens for the le a s t 
possible cost. Such a focus is particularly helpful when the park an d  
recreation facility plan is incorporated into the master plan of the city. 
This thesis attem pts to provide computer assisted mapping te ch n iq u es  
and statistical analysis that can be updated periodically by p la n n e rs  
between census years to keep renovations and development of pub lic  
space w ithin a more m anageable time frame. Unsafe, isolated an d  
inaccessible park facilities are a burden to the Omaha parks an d  
recreation system. The problem was to develop a geographic model o f 
the city’s parks and recreation system that would expose
4discontinuities in the spatial distribution of facilities. More im p o rta n t 
was the need to expedite a progressive park planning process of 
upgrading facilities consistently and objectively cityw ide.
Om aha’s need to integrate parks and recreation  facility p lan n in g  
with other city systems is shared by other cities. It is duly noted th a t  
any time public space is divided, it is a political issue. W ithout p ro p e r  
care to assure the public that an equitable d istribu tion  of sa fe  
facilities and services will be provided, park and recreation  facility  
planning and development can become highly charged w ith political 
and socio-economic issues. Consequently, geographic m ethods w e re
considered the least offensive and most objective way to d es ig n a te  
public open space, greenways, parks and recreation  facilities w ith in  
the city. Ideally, planning proposes the best case scenarios to se rv e  
people and maintain a healthy parks and recreation facility  system.
A w ell crafted model should be structured  to solve th e
universal problem of planning parks and recreation  facility  
developm ent now and in the future. Any city should be able to u se  
this methodology to expose strengths and w eaknesses within th e ir
city park and recreation system. While the results may be q u ite
different from city to city the method of m odeling the g eo g rap h y  
remains the same. The idea behind the model is to narrow  the gap  
between parks and recreation facility demand and developm ent.
The prescriptions made in this study are co n s id e red  
conservative estimates of the City’s growth in relation  to the d em an d  
for park and recreation facilities. Planning uses the geographic m odel 
as a minimum prescription for the City’s overall park  and re c re a tio n  
facility developments. Planning can better inform  all concerned a b o u t
5the City’s park system  progress on an ongoing basis. Treated as a 
minimum standard of equitable opportunities for parks an d  
recreation within the city, a geographic model could be cross- 
referenced with other spatial inform ation about the city. P lanning
professionals can use it in many ways, when setting d ev e lo p m en t 
priorities, to gain the necessary funding and answer specific questions 
about parks and recreation  facilities by location. If the m odeling  
process is com pleted every census year, then, the fit of the model can  
be made closer and closer to reality.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
EQUITABLE SERVICE: Terms used by planning professionals as an  
optim um  level of m anageable parks and recreation p la n n ed
throughout the city. Often referred to in terms of the peo p le
to park facility ratio of acres per 1000.
COMPARABLE QUALITY: Term referring to the facility itself an d  
its condition in relation to other facilities within the city. 
Parks and recreation  facilities need to offer eq u itab le  
opportunities for all people.
ADEQUATELY SERVED POPULATION: Terms used by p lann ing
professionals to define the targeted ratio of people to facilities 
as outlined in the methodology.
6TRADITIONAL RECREATION SERVICES: Basketball,
baseball/softball, tennis, football/soccer, p laygrounds, open 
spaces, recreation centers, and golf courses are considered 
standard offerings of the city of Omaha.
FLOW: A concept in recreation, recognizing the aesthetic im p a c t 
or perception of particular environm ental design th a t  
promotes desirable recreation responses and activities in  
hu m an s.
PARK: There are many interpretations of w hat is included o r  
excluded in a public park. However, in the case study p u b lic ly  
owned land was considered part of the commons. Any m u l t i ­
use open space maintained by the city for public use w as  
considered park property.
RECREATION FACILITY: Is a public property designed for a
particular sport, group of sports or set of activities. E xam ples 
include ballfields, basketball courts, com m unity ce n te rs , 
swimming pools, etc. A recreation facility can stand alone on 
public property or be a part of a park.
7PLANNING PARKS AND RECREATION FACILITIES
An adequate assessm ent of recreation services within a city is 
only part of the problem  facing park and recreation facilities today. 
Im plem entation of park and recreation  facility plans are easily se t 
aside when planning priorities are restricted by budget re s tra in ts . 
Even the best park and recreation  facility plans can be postponed , 
sometimes indefinitely, simply because public interest takes an o th e r  
direction. The status of park and recreation departm ents within th e  
city system often results in facilities that are m aintained at m in im al 
levels of effectiveness.
A com puter assisted geographic analysis of p e r tin e n t 
inform ation concerning Omaha park and recreation facilities w as 
developed using population statistics to identify locations and regions 
in critical need of attention. Then, a more complete geographic m odel 
classified and prioritized needs within parks and recreation system s 
more precisely. Older areas of the city could then be addressed on th e  
basis of need, just as new areas of developm ent are recognized. The 
creation of such a paradigm  would assist m anagem ent in th e  
m aintenance of park and recreation  facilities and services, u ltim ate ly  
benefiting the people of the city.
Park and recreation facilities need to provide public serv ices 
according to governm ental guidelines and city standards based on 
equitable service, population densities and geographic information. I n 
the 1970s and 1980s city parks and recreation departm ents faced 
severe cutbacks in funding. Parks and recreation p lann ing  
professionals needed to be innovative in order to meet the grow ing 
demand for facilities and services in spite of lim ited funds (Richwine
81999). Parks and recreation systems must be recognized w ithin c ity  
governm ent as an important element of the planning process in o rd e r  
to acquire, develop and preserve open space for the future (W icks e t 
al 1993).
In Omaha, Nebraska, progressive-planning strategies e s ta b lis h e d  
within the City system during the 1990s facilitated the a d m in is tra t iv e  
process with objective evidence of need. A geographic approach w as  
the most objective prem ise for documenting the parks and re c re a t io n  
facilities plan. Place characteristics, population statistics and th e  
demand for parks and recreation facilities were inventoried, a n a ly z e d  
and m apped while developing the geographic model. D o cu m en ta tio n  
to support professional and public responsibilities to reserve land a n d  
secure accommodations for future generations was a planning p r io r i ty  
(Iglitzin  1995).
The directive was to develop a parks and recreation facility p la n  
that would “recognize the importance of a high quality park s y s te m  
and the quality of life offered to its citizens” (City of O m aha, 
Community Developm ent Plan, Mayor Morgan 1990). The g e n e ra l  
concept was to define a plan that connected the City’s parks by a n  
extensive open space network which utilized existing b o u le v a rd s , 
creeks, and other m ulti-purpose open space corridors to link ex is tin g  
and proposed parks (City of Omaha, CDP, Mayor Morgan 1990). It w as  
understood that the system was to provide a full range of re c re a t io n  
options and alternatives for all the City’s residents. Developing a re a s  
were expected to contain an equivalent level of service as defined b y  
City’s own standards or policies (City of Omaha, Parks and R ecrea tio n  
General Concept Handout 1992). To ensure that all people of O m aha
9would have equal access to a full range of parks, recreation and o p en  
spaces, a set of standards for locating these services was e s ta b lish e d  
(Silkworth 1992). By utilizing location standards to identify se rv ices  
needed within an area, basic park locations were determ ined and th e  
park size set to accomm odate those facilities and services (S ilkw orth , 
City Master Planning Committee M eeting 1992).
Existing natural features and open spaces were targeted on th e  
basis of practicality, feasibility and location near population g ro w th  
centers. It was understood that u ltim ately  the final size, location a n d  
configuration of the park would be established by park p lan n in g
professionals and other “powers that be” at the actual time of
development (Klein, Silkworth, City M aster Planning Committee 1992). 
Physical barriers such as creeks, rail lines, in terstates, etc. had to b e  
taken into consideration when determ ining a service area as in d ic a ted  
by the United States D epartm ent of In terior (USDI), National P a rk
Service (NPS), Urban Park and Recreation Recovery Program (UPRRP) 
directives (August 14, 1991).
Creating a functional geographic model for Omaha presented a n  
interesting challenge to relate central place theory and define se rv ice  
areas through application of real criteria. The Planners’ version o f 
Omaha’s Parks and Recreation Facility Plan is a geographic model th a t  
prescribed parks and recreation facilities and properties needed w ell 
into the new millennium. It is also an exam ple of an early geograph ic 
information system (GIS), that was developed for a specific p u rp o se , 
before com puter technology was available to adequately address th e  
issue in a form the City could actually use.
Case studies indicate innovative land acquisition has th e
10
potential to provide exciting opportunities for parks and recreation in  
the new m illennium  (Havitz 1995). Several recreation, p h y s ica l
fitness and leisure articles consider urban parks and re c re a tio n  
facilities centers of public activity that need to be managed a n d  
m aintained for economic reasons (Richwine 1999). As p u b lic
property, open space managed by parks and recreation d e p a r tm e n t
could be considered a park in transition until facilities b eco m e
feasible. Using park property as “zones of transition” (Burgess in
Gould 1985) is a zoning strategy contemporary urban p la n n in g
literatu re discusses (Levy 1991). In terms of location, parks a n d
recreation facilities established between work and home en co u rag e
routine participation that is in keeping with modem urban re c re a tio n  
lifestyles (Meyers 1995). Flexibility in zoning would allow parks to b e  
“buffer zones” (Shafer 1999) between less compatible land uses o r  
“floating zones” that can change with demand (Platt 1991). In te rm s  
of tim ing, a park property, could be an open space one-day, then a 
p layground with open space, a basketball court or ballfield could b e  
added. Then, depending on the public interest and the facts to  
substan tia te  developm ent any facility could be added, given en o u g h  
space (O’Sullivan 1991).
Traditional public recreation facilities in Omaha include o p en  
spaces with park benches, picnic tables and shelter h o u ses, 
playgrounds, basketball and/or tennis courts. Some parks h a v e  
baseball and softball fields. Larger parks with swimming pools a n d  
golf courses require higher maintenance and population d e n s itie s  
(City of Omaha, Omaha M aster Plan 1992). Newer facilities in c lu d e  
soccer fields and community centers built due to recent re c re a tio n
11
demand. Recreators have increased partic ipation  at co m m u n ity  
centers that offer activities for the whole fam ily (Silkworth 1999). 
Opportunities in these facilities can vary from an indoor track , 
exercise, aerobics, dance and weight training facilities, racketball a n d  
basketball courts, to indoor swimming pools with water toys, s lides 
and leisure pools. Most com munity centers offer meeting room s 
scheduled for everything from arts and crafts to family reu n io n s  
(Foster 1999).
Public recreation activities like football, gym nastics and e v e n  
conventional outdoor swimming pools lost public funding during th e  
1970s and 1980s (Foster 1999). This is probably due to h ig h  
liabilities and changes in recreation dem and (Foster 1999). T he 
demand for public recreation football has given way to o th e r  
competitive activities like soccer and volleyball (Recreation E xecutive 
Report (RER) 1999). While some recreation  activities like hockey an d  
ice skating are expensive to m aintain, sponsors and pub lic  
participation are making the difference in feasibility (RER 1999). 
Typically, facilities that require a large population to su p p o r t 
operations are considered a special opportunity , above and b e y o n d  
the traditional responsibilities of public parks and recreation. U nless 
special interest groups and sponsors are abundant enough to finance  
operations and maintenance costs, these facilities are not developed o r  
adequately maintained (M cM ahon 1999).
At the same time, exercise and fitness program s require v e ry  
little assistance to be se lf-perpetuating  recreation activities. Still, 
historically in Omaha sidewalks were often forgotten. Trails a n d  
bikeways are even newer innovations (U nterm ann 1997). H um an
12
powered m obility is becoming a greater concern in planning accessib le  
and equitable facilities (Hultsman 1998). As attempts are made to
ensure that every segment of the population is properly se rv ed , 
transportion  systems are including trails and bikeway plans (T aaffe 
1996). L inear parks with trails and green spaces are making use o f 
“eco-logic” and receiving financial support of the federal g o v e rn m e n t 
through program s like “Rails to Trails” and the Interm odal Surface
T ransportation  Efficiency Act (ISTEA) grants (McMahon 1997). 
Federal funding is including stipulations defining special treatm ent of 
“the com m ons” (Iglitzin 1995).
The perpetually  changing dynam ics of urban d em ograph ics
require an equally dynamic solution to the prediction of locations 
suitable for parks and recreation facility planning and d ev e lo p m en t. 
National Parks and Recreation publications indicate that a b a lan ced  
park and recreation system provides optimal recreation o p p o rtu n itie s  
which are more self-sufficient, increase in value over time, a n d  
operate with fewer liabilities to the municipality (Richwine 1999). 
This concern of parks and recreation department personnel w as 
understood throughout the course of the project.
Feasibility  is always an issue, especially in older and low er 
socio-econom ic areas with high population concentrations, which h av e  
lim ited space for facilities. At this time, the Committee on Resources, 
Conservation and Reinvestm ent is attem pting to amend the U rban  
Parks and Recreation Recovery Program (UPARRP), through th e
United States Congress that would allow them to enhance re c re a tio n  
opportunities as part of a strategic plan to rehabilitate fifty percent o f 
the recreation  facilities in these areas of the City that n e e d
13
improvement to meet public health, safety and accessibility s ta n d a rd s  
(March 9, 1999).
Unfortunately, long-term  or lifetim e m aintenance of p ro p o se d  
facilities are not getting the same attention. M aintenance s ta n d a rd s  
remain outdated in the literature (NRPA 1986). Following a co m p le te  
inventory and repeated park site evaluations, m aintenance w as 
considered a major problem for Omaha’s park system. For this reaso n , 
recommendations were based on m inimum requirem ents for a fac ility  
or park designation. For example, a facility could meet sp a tia l 
requirem ents because no other facilities of that type existed in th e  
area. However, unless the population growth center near the location  
met the minimum requirem ent of tw o-thirds or sixty-six p e rc e n t 
(Silkworth, Klein 1992) of the target population threshold, the fac ility  
was not recommended in the geographic model.
Both location and population densities becam e fundam ental in  
prescribing a park or facility. This is where thresholds and c a rry in g  
capacity were significant (McMahon 1997). Low use presents as m u c h  
problem  as overcrowded or overused facilities. In either case, p o o r 
m aintenance was a problem (Foster 1999). Stressed re c re a tio n  
facilities seldom provide optimal leisure experiences. For this reaso n , 
forecasting usage and predicting growth continues to be a p la n n in g  
concern.
Again, while every city has at least one park that showcases a 
unique natural feature and offers traditional recreation  o p p o rtu n itie s , 
cities the size of Omaha need to m aintain all their facilities in a n  
equitable manner (Richwine 1999). Guidelines for targeting o p tim a l 
levels of participation at a given facility were ju st that: guidelines o r
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vague boundaries. There were no hard, fast, concrete answers fo r 
m aintenance either. At this time, there are n o  standard methods o f 
m easurem ent w ithin Federal Agencies analyzing the enhancement o f  
recreation opportunities (USDI 1991, 1998, 1999). Planners have to  
be aware of the broader ecology of a com munity (Kaplan 1998). 
According to com prehensive leisure resource planning literature, “The 
physical, social and economic aspects of com m unity life must b e 
viewed as a total organism  inseparable from any one aspect o f  
community developm ent” (Bannon 1976).
A dditionally, federal standards for park and recreation facility  
safety are on the rise (Hendy 1999). Cities can not afford to b u ild  
sub-standard public facilities (Allan 1998). The Federal Em ergency 
M anagement Agency (FEMA) prohibits structure development in h ig h  
risk flood hazard areas (So 1988). Federal funding is beset w ith  
special conditions and stipulations that are set to keep safety an d  
environm ental quality in check. FEMA’s directive into the year 2 0 0 0  
is to prevent repetitive losses from environm ental hazards (So 1991, 
FEMA 1999). As new safety regulations come to pass, more explicit 
detail is added to standards for new facilities, especially p layg rounds 
(Caesar 1999). So many regulations have changed over the la s t 
decade that even professionally designed park and rec rea tio n  
facilities developed within the last ten years are now obsolete or e v e n  
illegal (Caesar 1999). Additional special directives are attached to an y  
funding a city receives (UPARRP 1999). Facilities developed under a 
particular grant m ust meet rising safety standards and eq u a l 
opportunity requ irem en ts outlined in the grant (USDI 1991; NPS 
1999). I f  park and recreation departments are expected to keep p ace
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with rising safety standards, an objective, accurate and e ffec tiv e  
method of analysis must be in effect.
The federal, state and local provision of funds for parks a n d  
recreation facilities are tied to the dem ographics of the city. 
Demographics often justify the need for parks and recreation facilities. 
According to the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, 
federal and state funds are allocated on the basis of need. Yet, th e re  
is no standard to measure quality or quantity  of re c re a tio n  
opportunities within these funding agencies (UPARRP 1999). T he 
city’s ability to establish a strong justification for developm ent o f
certain kinds of park and recreation facilities is im portant. H ow ever,
the criteria for establishing a sphere of influence for each park a n d  
recreation facility remain interpretive (UPARRP 1999). In te rp re ta t io n  
of the guidelines provided for cities becomes the responsib ility  of c ity  
planning personnel.
The 1990 Census Data and population densities determ ined th e  
foundation for the facility plan presented to the Omaha M aster P lan  
Committee. Since the City adopted the plan, planning procedures h a v e  
been based on the information presented to them in 1992 d efin in g  
equitable parks and recreation facility coverage. Prior to this time, an  
academically formalized application for the park and re c re a tio n  
facility planning process had never been devised to standardize p a rk  
prescriptions for the City. Only recently has consideration e x te n d e d
beyond the ratio of population to park and recreation  facilities to
include developm ent in terms of environm ental im pact on the a re a  
(M cM ahon 1997).
Though much time is spent preparing proposals for parks an d
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recreation developm ent, only the best plans, illustrating the g rea tes t 
need, dem onstrating econom ic feasibility and long-term  benefits a re  
funded (Silkworth, Klein 1992, 1999). Still after all this p lanning, 
playgrounds built to be com pliant with the health, safety and  
accessibility standards; m eeting all the necessary guidelines; and  
proven economically feasible can be unsuccessful because the design 
has little or no play value (Hendy 1999). Planning in Omaha is 
needed to em brace the idea of flow to ensure a safe and p layful 
environment in parks and recreation facilities, especially p laygrounds. 
For this reason, playground inform ation was selected as an example to  
be used throughout the thesis.
Though N ebraska is not necessarily considered a “green sta te” , 
Omaha’s planning strategies are building livable com munities with an  
appreciation for “greenlogic” (Isaak 1999). A geographic model began  
with a few key principles set by the City’s representatives. Through a 
geographic solution, a fu ller appreciation of the park and rec rea tio n  
facilities by site and situation resulted in a synthesis that could 
prescribe parks and recreation  facilities with confidence.
Connectivity to o ther phenom ena was considered important to  
m aintaining quality facilities and services. The broad geographic
scope of this project offered a more fully developed understanding o f
the problem as each elem ent was analyzed. For example, physical
geography of the region influences the availability of ou tdoor 
opportunities. W aterw ays, greenspaces, open space and linear p a rk s  
are generally accepted as public domain because flood hazard a reas  
have to be m anaged anyway. They might as well be dotted w ith  
recreation facilities near population centers, in resid en tia l
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neighborhoods or between commercial and residential areas that f it  
into the tim e-space constructs urbanites live within (Gould 1985). I t  
ju st makes good sense.
Small parks in isolation, separated from population centers, a re  
the most expensive to maintain because of crime and u n d e s ira b le  
uses. A three-acre park minimum was set in Omaha during th e
course of the park and recreation planning committee m eetings in  
1991. Ten to twelve acre parks with sidewalks and trails leading to
other facilities and city activities near population centers w e re
favored (Silkworth 1992, 1999). In addition to place characteristics, a 
distinct hum an-environm ental interaction that affects d e v e lo p m e n t 
within the park system was recognized (Bennett 1997). C o n n ec tiv ity  
in and among parks and recreation facilities with facilities d e s ig n e d  
for people, discouraged crime and undesirable uses (Silkworth, K lein 
1992). U nderstanding Omaha as a dynamic system provided th e  
insight for com prehending its totality. Strengths and w e a k n e s se s  
within its unique park and recreation environm ent were reco g n ized  
as elements of a system within a system.
City represen tatives concerned with parks and p la n n in g
provided the information necessary to create a geographic model th a t  
could be applied to any city. The model was designed specifically to
help Omaha’s park and recreation facility planning p ro fe ss io n a ls
address weaknesses in the system in a timely fashion. It also a llow s 
them to answer questions raised by decision-m akers concerning th e
demand for parks and facilities more spontaneously (Silkw orth 1999). 
The structure of the model could be applied to practically any sp a tia l 
phenom ena with a service area and a target population threshold. W e
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know that desirable urban park and recreation opportunities need to 
serve a given population according to the city’s demographic c h a ra c te r  
and unique physical features (Silkw orth 1999). Planning needs to b e  
prepared for city growth because open spaces diminish quickly in  
developing areas and are difficult to acquire in older areas of the city  
(Gerckens 1998). City planning has a responsibility  to the public to  
ensure that space for the parks and recreation facilities is availab le . 
Progressive planning strategies are needed to reserve ce n tra l 
locations for parks and recreation  facilities before public spaces 
become obsolete in areas that are developing now. We need only to  
look at the spatial d istribution  of existing facilities and p o p u la tio n  
statistics to recognize the uneven distributions of facilities an d  
services that represent served, under-served  and u n se rv e d  
populations within the city (Figure 4.1 and Appendix 1.1-15). In  
locations with high population densities in older areas of the city, 
parks and facility service areas are heavily overlapping. Some 
facilities cannot be developed in densely populated areas where th e y  
are needed, simply because there is no space. For this rea so n  
facilities, neighborhood parks, com m unity parks and district p a rk s  
were designated to ensure the space would be available in the future.
Recreation trends suggest that urban lifestyles will continue to  
demand not only traditional public recreation opportunities, but also 
additional recreation facilities and services (RER 1999). U rban  
lifestyles are also expected to continue to utilize re c re a tio n  
opportunities that fit into the daily routine between home and th e  
workplace (National Parks and Conservation Association 1988, 
American Academy for Park and Recreation A dm inistration in
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cooperation with the James Foundation 1985; National G eographic 
Society 1987; RER 1999). A relationship between home and w o rk  
adds em phasis on location which is significant to the success o f
recreation  facilities such as community centers, sports complexes a n d  
other facilities that are often difficult to finance and maintain. T he
“distribution of recreation experiences sought on a location, size, social 
characteristics and psychological needs of the user population” h e lp  
planners quantify qualitative circumstances involved in d e te rm in in g  
num erical values (Bannon 1976).
Developing a logical system of assessing existing park a n d
recreation facilities that conforms to a real city m aster plan h a s
proven to be a challenge. Refining the geographic model for p la n n in g  
professionals to use as a basis for analyzing any spatial p h e n o m e n a  
the city planners encountered developed into an equally ch a llen g in g  
thesis topic. Omaha’s planning professionals needed a c o m p u te r-  
assisted model to ensure ongoing parks and recreation fac ility  
planning that could continue to facilitate development. T h is 
geographic model not only uses population ratios and sp a tia l 
d istribution required by federal standards, as stated before, it a lso  
provided a foundation for planning desirable uses of public places in  
Omaha well into the new millennium.
Park and recreation facility planners must create v ia b le  
solutions from known facts. Proposals are submitted to the c ity  
adm inistration, subjected to public scrutiny, changed by a co llec tiv e  
decision making process, then accepted as city planning procedures o r  
guidelines. For this reason, this model was designed as equitable a n d  
as objective as possible. This approach acknowledged the su b je c tiv e
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responsibility of operations to respond to public recreation an d  
facility demand while fulfilling professional obligations of ob jec tiv ity . 
It was recognized that special funding, activity fees and d o n atio n s 
that influence feasibility often subsidize parks and re c re a tio n  
programs and services. Facility renovations and new p a rk  
developments often depend on large corporate or private donations, 
special grants and federal funding as well. Otherwise, as d iscu ssed  
above, im provem ent progress slowly, occurring where they are m o st 
feasible or politically correct. In some cases change occurs when th e  
situation becomes critical to public health and safety. S om etim es 
facilities are closed simply because they are unsafe or it is not cost 
effective to maintain them. If the facility is under-used or too 
expensive to maintain, it is only right that the liability be re lin q u ish e d  
(O’Sullivan 1991). Park planning professionals need the flexibility to  
respond to demographic changes and to elim inate dead-end facilities. 
In order to improve the effectiveness of costly facility d ev e lo p m en ts , 
city officials need to know all the facts.
LITERATURE ANALYSIS STRATEGY
The strategy outlined in the following diagram illustrates how  
diverse the literature research needed to be in order to g a th e r  
pertinent inform ation from several disciplines. Recreation, p lan n in g  
and geography rem ained the focus. However, the resources b ecam e 
more specialized and applied as the project ensued. The o u tlin e  
represents the strategic plan for this project as it was co n cep tu a lized  
in the beginning (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: A Geographic Model for Parks and Recreation Facility
Planning: Omaha, Nebraska by the author, 1992.
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The diagram also represents the structure of the research th a t
revealed a wealth of knowledge from many disciplines. This re s u lte d  
in an interdisciplinary approach to the literatu re  analysis, ap p lied  
planning experience and developing a practical philosophy th a t  
supported the idea of creating a geographic model for the City.
The literature analysis focused on a set of historical an d
contemporary books and periodicals significant to the topic re g a rd le ss  
of their discipline. Many case studies were found in g o v e rn m e n t
documents, but most were too unique or location specific to b e
included as examples. However, a few were useful (Colorado S ta te
Parks 1995; Havitz 1995). Though these projects are very specific 
and often the meaning was interpretive, knowing what other p la n n e rs  
were doing was helpful (Havitz 1995). Sometimes theory w as 
obviously active in real space, but not recognized in the lite ra tu re . 
This information has been included in chapters three and four of th e  
thesis .
An extensive analysis of the internal spatial structure of 
behaviorally interrelated human and physical urban activities w as
relevant to this research. The significance of spatial structure w as
pointed out in the case study. Some insight into the spatial s tru c tu re  
of the urban landscape came from the details in lan d scap e
architecture, environm ental m anagem ent, as well as landscape an d
urban planning literature.
Cultural ecology literature ended the strict adherence to th e  
three disciplines of geography; planning and recreation re se a rc h  
because a significant bridge between culture, ecology and com m unal
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resources was recognized (Bourassa 1990; Grumbine 1994; I s a a k  
1999). No one discipline offered a complete definition of a n  
appropriate philosophy from which one should develop a geograph ic  
model for parks and recreation facility planning. The ph ilosoph ical 
views in the recreation  literature were especially helpful w h e n
planning was concerned with park and recreation facility location, size 
and carrying capacities (Bannon 1981; Fine 1991). Several a u th o rs  
writing about urban parks (< biblio >) m entioned the significance o f 
parks and recrea tion  opportunities for leisure time among u rb a n
dwellers. Developing a philosophy for urban parks and re c re a tio n  
facility planning lim ited the literature to authors that d e m o n s tra te d  
an ideology paralleling cultural-physical interaction and humans as 
part o f the environm ent (McAvoy 1990). Interestingly enough, it w as  
the historical rem arks of environmentalists that offered depth to p a rk  
philosophy (Nash 1960).
W alter C hristaller’s Central Place Theory proved to be the m o s t 
significant research  suitable for application to real spatial p ro b lem s. 
Christaller’s applications in cities of Germany in the 1930s acco u n ted  
for changes from  theory to real space (Figure 2.1 Murphy 1974;
Figure 2.2 from Gould 1985). Chauncy D. Harris and Edward L. U llm an
were the first to consider parks as nodes or central places (M u rp h y  
1974). M odel builders following Christaller’s studies of u rb a n  
geography added inform ation significant to this research w e re  
included in the literatu re  analysis. Central places were recogn izab le  
in the Omaha landscape, although they were transformed fro m  
spherical to hexagonal to irregular polygonal regions as theories w e re  
applied to model reality. Central place notions were effective in th is
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application of theory and are explained in the m ethodology. By th e
time the service radii mapping was com pleted, an example o f
overlapping service areas could be recognized with significance in  
Om aha’s geography.
Urban planning literature included discussions on the history o f
American city planning as early as Frederick Law O lm sted’s 
innovations in the late 1880s featuring the “City Beautiful M o v e m en t” 
that was very influential in Omaha’s planning history (G erckens
1998). Other important topics were environm ental land use a n d  
design, transportation, regulations, zoning, economic and social 
aspects, as well as finance and budgeting (So 1988). Economic a n d  
human geography also dealt with these topics (M orrill 1974).
The academic search for a master plan process that in te g ra te d  
parks and recreation facility planning with other city functions fe ll 
short of expectations (Kelsey 1985). It was decided early in th e  
project that integration with other city functions was fundam ental in  
creating a model for the City that would truly be useful. T he
dissertation cited confirmed Omaha’s balanced contiguous g ro w th  
policies and was helpful to developm ent of the case s tu d y
(Englebrecht 1986).
Upon mapping the City’s green spaces, parks and re c re a tio n  
facilities with other geographic inform ation the need for a few
simplifying assumptions became evident. Some basic m a p p in g  
techniques changed as the conversion to com puter technology to o k  
place. For example, map layering initially done with tra n s p a re n c ie s  
and overlays had to be redesigned to fit the M acintosh I l lu s t r a to r  
Format. In this conversion, map layering did not allow planners to
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see through several layers at a time. As technology improved, n ew  
programs allowed greater flexibility including interactive m ap  
layering techniques. Creating a com puter assisted model that w as 
specific enough to address any phenom ena, but simple enough fo r 
people to understand  required  map layering or merging to get th e  
point across. Statistics were often m isleading or even m isu n d ersto o d  
without the maps that allowed people to visualize what the sta tis tics  
mean. The concepts and m ethodologies included in the l i te ra tu re  
analysis focuses on classic explanations of spatial interaction an d  
traditional relationships identifiable in any city.
ASSUMPTIONS AND JUSTIFICATIONS
It should be recognized that census inform ation was o u td a te d  
before it was available to use in service radii mapping and calculating 
population to facility ratios. By the time prescriptions were made fo r 
the City’s parks and recreation facilities, changes in population h a d  
already occurred. The census data required to complete this type o f 
spatial analysis is only available every ten years. The technician m u s t 
interpolate all other inform ation. Until the next census y ear, 
equitable service coverage and growth factors can be used. The 
geographic model for planning park and recreation facility  
im provem ents provided the m uch-needed bridge in information th a t  
ties the Census inform ation to real locations.
The creation of an effective process for evaluating park a n d  
recreation facilities in Omaha should be an applicable to any city. 
Analysis of available literature at this time reveals no p rev io u s 
examples of m odeling to solve problem s of planning managed g ro w th
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and developm ent of facilities and parks within a city system  in th is  
m anner (USDI 1999). While changes in population statistics can  
happen so rapidly that the tim e-consum ing and tedious re sp o n s ib ility  
of quantifying spatial statistics follows population changes by y e a rs , 
geography remains static.
A perpetually  upgradable geographic inform ation system  w h ich  
calculates spatial data, then presents the inform ation in a 
reproducible interactive mapping format, while rem aining co m p a tib le  
with city operations, is being developed in many cities to d ay , 
including Omaha. The computer assisted model produced for O m aha’s 
parks and recreation facility planning reduced the time required  to  
synthesize geographic information for public presentation and met th e  
needs of city planning to date (Silkworth, Interview  1999). By 
calculating projected population densities according to p la n n e d  
developm ent zones and developmental criteria of the city the m o d e l 
remains intact and current (Klein, Interview 1999).
The process of collecting data, analyzing statistics and m a k in g  
projections for any city system provides only numerical in fo rm a tio n  
that is difficult to share with the many people involved in th e  
com prehensive planning of a city. Additionally, n u m e ric a l 
relationships are difficult for people to convert into parks a n d  
recreation facility planning and developm ent prescriptions. M aps 
made the difference in making policy within the a d m in is tra t iv e  
p rocess.
Desirable park to people ratios for a particu lar city a re  
subjective. They can be set by a vote among board m em bers ta k in g  
the recommendations of a citizen's committee who may or may not b e
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park and recreation professionals. Fortunately, the N ational 
Recreation and Park A ssociation, National Playground Safety In s titu te , 
American Society for testing and M aterials, U.S. Consumer P roduc t 
Safety Commission, the In ternational Playground E qu ipm en t 
M anufacturing A ssociation and the Recreation Executive Report o ffer 
some inform ation leading a positive direction.
A geographic model based on 1990 Census of Population can be  
updated periodically as developm ent occurs and used as th e  
foundation for planning parks and recreation facilities until the n ex t 
census is available in 2001. Updating keeps com prehensive p lann ing  
ahead of developm ent so that the strategy for park and rec rea tio n  
facilities is based on the known inform ation about the city facilities 
and the people using them. Furtherm ore, this model keeps the p a rk s  
and recreation facility m aster plan in a format, which is in te ra c tiv e  
with other city functions.
Although it is only a model of public properties that a re  
presently available for park and recreation facility usage, new  
facilities can be added and old facilities removed, changing th e  
statistics. The finer details of the model can change as long as th e  
ratio of people to facilities is acceptable estim ates taken from th e  
original statistics. Changes in the spatial model need to coincide w ith  
development and land acquisitions to keep the inform ation as close to  
reality as possible. Inventories need to be perpetual. To assure th e  
com pleteness of the inventory  for the model, site checks were m ad e  
and aerial photos consulted, verifying individual legal descriptions of 
each park or public p roperty  available for parks and rec rea tio n  
facility development. This is not a popular task, but it is im portant in
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order to secure equitable opportunities utilizing properties a lre a d y  
owned by the City. Accuracy of the ongoing inventory can a ffec t 
operations and planning decisions concerning park and re c re a tio n  
developm ent. Effective use of the geographic model proposed h e re  
should result in better-inform ed decision-m akers of the City to th e  
benefit of citizens in Omaha, Nebraska.
THE CASE STUDY
Recreation in Omaha is primarily located on the flood plain. T he 
scenic valley, bluff, river terraces and rolling hills comprise the w e s t  
bank of the Missouri River, which forms the eastern boundary of th e  
state of Nebraska. Omaha has a twin cities’ function with Council 
Bluffs, Iowa. This urban area represents the highest p o p u la tio n
density between Lincoln, Nebraska to the west; Sioux Falls, S o u th  
Dakota to the north; Des Moines, Iowa to the east; and south to K ansas 
City, Missouri. This centralized location in the nation’s heartland a n d  
Omaha’s functions as the source of m etropolitan amenities im p a c t 
growth and developm ent to a greater degree than many o th e r
comparable sized cities in the United States (City of Omaha 1981).
The seasonal extrem es of the continental, hot summer c lim a te  
are significant to public utilization of the urban park system. For th is  
reason, the peak activity period in city parks is from April to O ctober 
(City of Omaha 1981). In the spring, tornadoes may occur along w ith  
Omaha’s strong winds, severe storms and hail. Summer dust s to rm s  
and w inter blizzards may follow tornado season. Yet, the sunny to
partly sunny days of spring, summer, and autumn outnum ber the le ss
desirable w eather conditions for outdoor recreation in Omaha’s p a rk s .
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The annual rainfall of about tw en ty-e igh t inches and snow fall 
estimated at thirty-tw o inches supports a wide variety of n a tu ra l  
ground cover. Natural vegetation and topographical features p ro v id e  
the basic physical foundation for the developm ent of the city’s p a rk  
and recreation system.
When Omaha was originally settled only about three percent of 
the area supported tree growth. The naturally occurring trees w e re  
found in the ravines cutting into the uplands from the Missouri R iver, 
along the stream beds of the Papillion Creek tributaries, and at th e  
base of valley bluffs along the M issouri River flood plain. T he 
rem ainder of greater Omaha was prairie with diverse wildlife an d  
rolling hills. They provided scenic value to the ridgelines, w h ich  
played an integral role in the estab lishm ent and growth of O m aha’s 
park system. Over time, city dwellers have introduced a wide v a r ie ty  
of trees, shrubs, plants and flowers that add to the natural beauty o f 
various areas in Omaha. Areas devoted to parks and re c re a tio n  
resources have been landscaped w ith the purpose of creating a 
positive visual impact on people. Environm ental aesthetics is an issu e  
with planning professionals who appreciate the value of d e s ira b le  
public places in Omaha. The study continues with a l i te ra tu re  
analysis, followed by the m ethodology for the planning model in  
chapters two and three. This study then presents the model for its  
application to Omaha in Chapter four. The synthesis and conclusions 
in Chapter five summarize the concerns of applied planning from a 
geographic perspective.
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Chapter II 
LITERATURE ANALYSIS:
DEVELOPING A PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY
An interdisciplinary approach had to be taken after discovery o f 
all the literature available on cities. By recognizing sig n ifican t 
historical urban research, a foundation for the methodology can b e  
substantiated. Developing a practical philosophy required focusing on  
geography as the method, recreation as the phenomena and how th e y  
can be in tegrated  into the planning process of city a d m in is tra tio n  
(Figure 1.2). Out of this focus, the literature took many forms, th e  
design and form at changed with technology, but the research b e g a n  
with the historical, philosophical, ethical, environm ental and c u ltu ra l 
aspects. Technological, statistical and analytical m ethodologies w e re  
then, researched in an attem pt to resolve the problem. F inally , 
feasib ility  issues lead to com parison research, case studies, exam ples, 
assessm ents, and other evaluations of these particular phenomena.
A GEOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVE
G eographers’ contributions to the study of cities by d ev e lo p in g  
spatial relationships are fundam ental in the analysis of co m m o n ality  
and difference between urban places (Morrill 1974). U n d e rs tan d in g  
geography as a professional can be all encompassing. G eographic 
studies include spatial structure, location analysis, c u ltu ra l-p h y s ic a l 
interaction, environm ental issues; even topics as specific as parks a n d  
recreation  facility planning are of interest. The range of geog raph ic
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study is both broad and specific. This research needed to examine th e  
big picture as well as all the little details that the planning p ro cess  
required to gain collective approvals from decision-m akers within th e  
city administration. City planning professionals m ust produce h a rd  
evidence in well thought out proposals for planning and d ev e lo p m en t. 
Geographers can provide synthesis of many geographic variables w ith  
geographic inform ation systems (Ross 1994; Wicks 1993; M yers
1997). The case study allowed the model to develop from within th e  
City’s adm inistrative process and has proven useful to parks a n d  
recreation facility planning over time.
As a case study, the geography of Omaha has common e lem e n ts  
o f structure; constraints and social issues evident in other cities as 
well (Keil 1990; Kaplan 1998). Urban sprawl, uncontrollable cycles o f 
developm ent and growth contrasted by socio-econom ic decline ex is t 
in different areas of the city. The geography of Omaha p o ssesses  
segments of Burgess’s concentric ring m odel published as early as 
1925. However, most significant to this research were m a n y  
variations on central place notions Christaller and researchers a f te r  
him  verified in historical case studies (M urphy 1965; Ullman 1945; 
Nelson 1955; Morrill 1974; Ley 1989; Platt 1991).
Social geographic research attem pts to define cities like O m aha 
in terms of their unique personality or h u m a n -e n v iro n m e n ta l 
interaction, assessing the quality of life in urban places (Ley 1983; 
Gerckens 1998). Many disciplines are working with the h u m a n - 
ecosystem  within the greater city system  and attem pting to re so lv e  
problems of the city (Hartshorne 1980; M unn 1989; M untem ba 1989; 
Nissan 1989; Bennett 1997). We should learn from cultural a n d
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env ironm ental history to be enthusiastic about cultural d iffe rences, 
collectively willing to see that our own society represents just one 
way o f doing things among a wide range of possibilities. Geography is 
not m erely incidental to cultural variation or relevant only to th e  
explanation of diversity. It is fundam ental to understanding th e  
constitution o f culture. Geographers ask the questions and most fu lly  
describe geographic conditions of a political phenomenon (K rack h ard t 
1990).
Contem porary applied geography deals with more than land use, 
economic, behavior and social patterns. The sustainability of com m on 
environm ents that connect the component parts within a city is also o f 
concern (H artshorn 1 9 8 0 ). If we want to have a positive impact on 
the future, we need to take spatial structure seriously and be w illing  
to solve problem s collectively. Until recently spatial structure w as 
lim ited to the in terp retation  of historical, rural and relict landscapes, 
to static m apping of the distribution of culture traits. E nv ironm en ta l 
specialists are required to provide graphic evidence of exactly what is 
needed and how the city administration plans to use funding.
The significance of culture as it relates to this project is in  
reference to the way a collective decision making body handles th e  
raw m aterial of their social and material existence. Dominant v iew s 
are m ost effective if  they become naturalized as part of e v e ry d a y  
common sense. Planning for urban parks and recreation facilities 
requires tracing the m aterial circum stances in which tran sfo rm a tio n  
of a p roperty  can occur. Before developm ent is planned, there is th e  
task o f objectively defining desirable cultural and physical in te ra c tio n  
while rem aining consistent with the demands of g o v e rn m e n t
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specification. Culture is not only socially constructed an d  
geographically expressed, it is also spatially constitu ted  in the city. 
Therefore, cultural geography must be contem porary  as well as 
historical; theoretically inform ed yet grounded in em pirical w ork; 
sym pathetic to other conceptions of human geography rather th a n  
focused exclusively on landscape; and concerned with the range of 
cultures and cultural politics that this implies. Cultural geography can  
no longer be dismissed as a narrow scope of observations of th e  
bizarre, unique or different. In this case, the cultural geography w as 
considered terms of a complete understanding of the organization o f 
people in space and time. For this reason, a com prehensive ap p ro ac h  
to problem solving was essential to the geographic perspective.
SPATIAL INTERACTION STUDIES OF THE CITY
Ratzel and F. von Richton defined the city for c o n te m p o ra ry  
urban geography (Kaing 1964). Their early definitions sc ien tifically  
set in motion applications of the geographic perspective to com m on 
elements, including growth, function, location and population (Kaing 
1964). Basic classifications of land uses sim plify the re a l 
environm ent into its fundam ental elem ents, offering an  
understandable view of the geographic site and situation.
The central place concept of the 1930’s contribu ted  by W a lte r  
Christaller is perhaps the most useful tool for studying and ana lyzing  
the location of urban phenomena. Walter Christaller's Die Z en tra len  
Orte in Suddeu tsch land  (The Central Places of Southern G erm any) 
focuses upon regional patterns of central place cities (M urphy 1974). 
However, his work has a wider application in system atic u rb a n
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analysis because of the pervasive need of central locations fo r 
economic activity (Levy 1991). His research also recognizes linkages 
between central places. M odern models of ideal spatial a rran g em en ts  
applied to the real city stress connectivity (Taafe 1996). C hristaller 
based his study upon sim plifying assumptions such as an iso tropic 
plain which holds all physical and human phenom ena constan t, 
behaviorally equal and self-sufficient.
Small State Capital D istrict City
©  County Seat Q  Township Center
Figure 2. 1: C hristaller’s Central Place Theory Model from Murphy 
1974.
Central place concepts are basic principles on which this th e s is  
m ethodology rests. These assum ptions were im portant steps aw ay  
from reality because they allowed the analyst to determine the fac to r 
or factors that most strongly influence spatial interaction. The 
isotropic plain concept effectively removes the constraints to  
transporta tion  (Johnson 1972). As stated earlier, C hristaller 
recognized that applications in cities of Germany in the 1930s changed  
form through the application of the model to real space.
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Figure 2.2: Christaller's Application  from Gould 1985.
Notice the distortion of the model, the gaps betw een circles a n d  
their irregular form. There are simplifying assum ptions in th is  
research, however, geography is not held constant as in C h ris ta lle r’s 
study. The geographic model accounted for m ajor tr a n s p o r ta t io n  
routes, railways and waterways. They were considered b o u n d a r ie s  
for service radii mapping depending on the site and situation in r e a l  
space. Population densities are factors of spatial in te ra c tio n  
Christaller did consider.
Christaller’s market principle model, the com plem entary  K-3 
system  clearly illustrates three im portant concepts that h a v e  
application in the case study of Omaha, Nebraska: th re sh o ld
population, range of a good, and central places. C hristaller's m o d e ls  
are also based upon a hierarchy of functions, cities, a n d  
complementary areas from low order to high order which result in th e  
hexagonal division of com plem entary areas (Figure 2.1; M u rp h y  
1974). Omaha’s model parallels Christaller’s line of reasoning as th e
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criteria considers population thresholds and maps the service area o f 
a facility which is considered a central location resulting in th e  
equitable division of space. As the urban environm ent is q u ite  
complex, defining a h ierarchy of regional, metro, community and  
neighborhood parks was necessary in the Omaha case study. 
Simplifying assum ptions provided a reasonable method o f 
classification necessary in order to focus on one detail at a time. The 
geographic model goes farther as it allows planners to isolate, m erge, 
shuffle, and analyze inform ation interactively. Additionally, th e
infrastructure maps can be updated and restructured  as a city
changes.
This is in keeping with the rich tradition from which u rb a n  
research has evolved. Germ an geographers such as A. Hettner, GJH.
Kohl, A. Weber and O. Schluter, introduced various aspects of the aim s,
contents and methods used in urban geography (Murphy 1974). They 
provided a fram ew ork based on empirical analysis as a primary d a ta  
gathering and evaluative tool used as reference to justify the need fo r 
the inventory process. We can turn to H ettner's work which s tre ssed  
the need for classifying and mapping the functions of towns in a 
historical context to reaffirm  the classification and mapping of 
facilities by function and the historical significance of physical location 
and regional characteristics. Historical examples of urban resea rch  
mark the beginnings of economic and cultural applications based on 
cities. This includes the studies of cities that began in the ea rly  
1900’s such as Grenoble by Blancard, Rouen by J. Levainville, Duluth  
by E. van Cleef, New O rleans  by E. Campbell and Great Cities and  
Capitals  by M. Jefferson and V. Cornish (Kaing 1964).
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Figure 2.3: Burgess's Model o f the social geography o f  the American
C ity , showing the various names used for different zones; Berry in 
Bourne 1971.
Other avenues of urban research emerged out of this same e ra , 
some focusing on function, morphology and internal structure. This 
literature includes a 1925 classic study, Concentric Z ones , b y  
sociologists, R. Park, E. Burgess and R. McKenzie, who id e n tif ie d  
successive rings of varying urban functions. Notice the “zone in  
transition” , a physical feature cuts the spherical shape of the zones. 
The rings are recognizable in many cities when we g en e ra lize , 
including Omaha, Nebraska. When we generalize spatial data, th e  
model shows an interactive "flow" of activity between functions and a 
sphere of influence around each location.
Other types of spatial data presented in the case study c a p tu re  
the essence of the sector model, presented by H. Hoyt in 19 3 9 
(M urphy 1974) and expanded by C. Harris who applied co n cen tric
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rings (Murphy 1974). Harris tried to explain aberrations from th e  
over sim plification of reality found in earlier studies. Harris an d  
Ullman’s multiple nuclei model added another dimension o f 
understanding to urban structure in 1945.
3/
Figure 2.4: Three Generalizations o f  the Internal Structure o f Cities,
Murphy 1974. Notice the changes made as models were applied and 
new cities were studied.
Literature in geography takes a broader approach and studies th e  
regional trade area and hin terlands of cities in works such as Salt 
Lake City by C. Harris and M obile  by E. Ullman in the 1940’s. H arris 
also defined urban functions in 1943, which was reconfirm ed by H. 
Nelson in 1955 (Murphy 1974). Chauncy Harris, a con tinu ing  
contributor to urban geography literature since his 1940 tr ib u ta ry  
area study of Salt Lake City, recognized that cities serve a variety of 
functions in the human landscape. The functions reflecting th e  
interactive complexity of urban life included retailing, m an u fac tu rin g , 
wholesaling, transportation, mining, education, recreation an d
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retirem ent, diversified and public adm inistration (Harris 1986). 
Finally, we have historical analysis of recreation as a function within a 
City's hierarchy. The results of spatial analysis applied to the city a re  
confirm ed by planning in real cities. Successive studies followed th a t  
either attem pted application or refinements of the H arris 's  
h ierarchical list of functions. Urban functions discussed by th e s e  
authors are recognized as part of the unique dynamics of Omaha.
Brian J. L. Berry and W alter Garrison recognized the rank sizes 
o f cities and threshold values of tertiary urban functions in their 195 8 
Snohomish County study. This study empirically classified five c ity  
sizes and estim ated the threshold sizes of nine centralizing fu n c tio n s  
(Yeates 1974). A continuing interest in rank-size hierarchies a n d  
distributions ensued by such scholars as H. Beguin in 1979, M. 
Bechman in 1970, M. Dacey in 1966, G. Malligan in 1980 and D. V in ing  
in 1977.
J.H. von T h u n en ’s The Isolated S ta te , represents a classic 
beginning effort to include human activity in applied research. I n .  
spite of over sim plifications, von Thunen’s work provided the b as is  
for land use theory and established the importance of economic r e n t  
as a determinant of land use. By comparing agricultural land uses, h e  
identified three principles in his conceptualization of the general a n d  
predictable land use patterns around cities: (1) distance to th e
m arket, (2) selling prices of the product at the m arket and (3) la n d  
rent (Hartshorn 1980). The significance of von Thunen’s co n tr ib u tio n  
to urban land use theory is that even as cities change, evidence o f 
these principles remains the same (Hartshorn 1980).
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Figure 2.5: The Location o f Various Land Uses in an Idealized City 
from Gould 1985.
Figure 2.5 is a more recent model of these concepts was used as a 
guide to understanding their relationship  to designating locations fo r 
parks and recreation facilities. Notice the decrease in land value an d  
increase in space with distance from the city center. This model w as 
the basic premise from which the relationship  between p o p u la tio n  
centers and park and recreation facility locations were e s ta b lish e d  
and designated.
QUANTIFICATION AND TECHNICAL LITERATURE
Howard Nelson used a simple standard deviation statistic in  
1955 that provided greater understanding o f the roles that cities p la y
in economic geography. Harris and Nelson were criticized for th e ir  
arb itrary  categories and use of basic statistics (Hartshorn 1980). 
However, as m easurem ent techniques and computer techno logy  
im proved, m ultivariate studies of urban functions followed. Brian 
B erry’s City Classification H andbook  provides an example of s tu d y  
m ethods w ith im proved scientific precision. These basic classification  
m ethods are used in land use planning.
By the 1950's and 1960's em pirical research was enhanced b y  
an em phasis on quantification, allowing the gathering and analysis o f 
inform ation relative to m ultiple locations, in succession, from p ro jec t 
to pro ject and with objective criteria. This line of reasoning is in  
essence the beginnings of a greater behavioral geographical th o u g h t 
sim ultaneously  em erging with statistical and computer technology. 
S tatistically precise m easures along with traditional theory an d  
concepts provided researchers with interactive technology an d  
refined  understanding. Computer technology also resulted in fa s te r  
calculation and distribution of new information. The use of m aps, 
graphs, tables and figures increased access to readable, app licab le  
geographic inform ation and represents earlier recognition of the n ee d  
for broader based interactive studies.
In the 1960's, W illiam Alonzo added "interaction of land v a lu es  
and land uses" to the traditional explanatory concepts of sp a tia l 
organization in the city (Alonzo 1960). Alonzo simulates a p rocess 
w hereby potential users bid for land and the owners sell or rent th e  
land to the highest bidder. Application of Alonzo's formula over tim e  
explains the relationship between preferences of demand and th e  
supply of land and location opportunities (Chapin 1979).
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Understanding land rent was significant to providing techn ica l 
support for planning, especially in dealing with private d ev e lo p m e n t 
that by ordinance or developm ental agreem ent m ust dedicate land to  
the city.
Omaha’s geographic model contains all the elements of 
inventory, classification, analysis, assessm ent, synthesis an d
prescription (Wicks 1993). The model uses in teractive c o m p u te r  
technology as an adequate system of evaluation that can be used as a
problem -solving tool for most spatial phenom enon repetitively . This
work also required an in terd iscip linary  approach to the l i te ra tu re  
research because the idea was an original application of theory an d  
methods. For this reason, governm ent docum ents such as Flood 
Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM), Flood Hazard Boundary Maps (FHBM), 
U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps, and soil maps from the Soil 
Conservation Service were used when creating the e n v iro n m e n ta l 
inventory map layers.
Urban geography is a systematic application in the broader fie ld  
of human geography where physical systems are norm ally used on ly  
in a cultural ecology context. Because the wide range of h u m a n  
geographic principles, ideas, relations, patterns and methods are being  
applied in the investigative city’s site and/or situation, significance 
has grown as the number of study samples have increased (Johnston  
1972). Most of the traditional contributions have survived the test of 
application and reassessment, reallocation follow ing urbanization. The
synthesis of ideas and observing them over time is to fu r th e r  
geographic understanding. Larry Bourne's In ternal Structure o f th e  
City, a compilation of research was dealing w ith urban phenom ena in
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an in te r-d isc ip linary  study of theory, education and planning (1971). 
This book clearly dem onstrates the eclectic nature of geography an d  
the relationship to applied social research.
A variety of social scientists find the city to be a workshop of 
inform ation and activities where theories, principles and concepts can  
be developed and tested. Numerous products of this quantification of 
typical characteristics of cities, such as the distance m in im ization  
concept have found a welcome home in the analytic toolbox of th e  
applied geographer working with central place notions.
Figure 2.6: D istance Decay Effect Model from Gould 1985; Berry 1987. 
Notice the distance in comparison to frequency of travel approximated 
in this model.
A pplying theoretical ideas and recognizing the real im plications 
of distance m inim ization was essential to compiling logical data se ts  
for m apping and map layering techniques. In order to justify one 
method or another one must have sound logic, analyzing the c ity
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system as a whole as well as all the details at work w ithin the city. 
There are numerous other urban scientists who have d ev e lo p e d  
theories and methods for studying urban areas. However, the work o f 
the urban specialists included in the literatu re  analysis w as 
considered most applicable. It is recognized that research  co n tin u es  
to add or borrow from earlier studies which are then m odified an d  
applied by urban planners in the field for land use d e v e lo p m e n t 
(Kaing 1964).
A significant bridge exists between disciplines which o ffe r  
different perspectives on new technology which provide m a n y  
workable methodologies. The literature providing the best ideas fo r
solving problems in recreation planning are geography, p lan n in g , 
recreation, human ecology, landscape architecture and land use po licy  
(Gutkind 1953; McCay 1987; Zube 1990). The academic literatu re  h as  
scientists "agreeing to disagree" on the methods and policies that b e s t  
solve a particular problem in planning.
The legal literature analyzing the responsibility  of the fe d e ra l 
governm ent to the state has been more abundant in recent y e a rs  
(USDI 1998; Shafer 1999). In turn, the state to city responsib ility  h as
been present in the literature as well (Havitz 1995). As a result, th e
city’s responsibility to the public has become a legal issue (USDI
1998). Building livable communities and sustainable e n v iro n m e n ts  
according to federal standards has been the thrust of planning in th e
1990s (Suzuki 1998). In 1991, the federal governm ent in s t i tu te d  
more regulations on safety standards for children, handicapped a n d  
aged people (USDI). City policies are influenced by federal m in im u m  
requirem ents and state guidelines that often determ ine the quality o f
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parks and recreation facilities in major cities like Omaha.
The human perspective comes full circle with s tu d ies 
representing the debates of environm ental ethics, p rese rv a tio n , 
conservation and exploitation (Caneday 1991; Fitsimmons 1991; 
Chakrovorty 1996; G rum bine 1999). However, interaction theory has 
brought both deductive and inductive reasoning to public 
adm inistration and academ ia which provides an asym m etrical ba lance  
in contemporary applications as reviewed in the literature (Fine 1991; 
Colorado State Parks 1995; Iglitzin 1995; Fantino 1999; Foster 1999). 
Applying spatial understand ings to various phenom ena is a h u m a n - 
ecosystem design m ethod in practice today that discusses social issues 
that affect the planning process. An applicable example was th e  
“human contact in space and time model” .
T im e
Walk CarCa r
S p a c e
Figure 2.7: Human contact in space and time Model from Gould 1985.
Figure 2.7 defines human reach in space and time depending on 
the mode of transporta tion . This model illustrates the d is tin c t 
difference betw een walking, bicycling and car travel over space an d  
time. This is significant to parks and recreation facility planning as 
part of the equation for equitable service, adequate maintenance an d  
usage.
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A PLANNING PERSPECTIVE
Larry Gerckens article in the Planning Commissioners Journal on 
“Ten Events that Shaped the 20th Century American City” (1 9 9 9 ) 
referred to Frederick Law Olmsted, the elder, was a la n d sc a p e  
architect from Cambridge, M assachusetts, who undertook  th e  
construction of the “Emerald Necklace” park system in Boston in th e  
late 1880s. His plan preserved Back Bay Fens as an urban open space, 
linking a number of green areas in a lineal pattern of park land th a t  
“draped” like a necklace around the City.
Gerckens also wrote of a landscape architect, George Kessler o f 
Kansas City, Missouri, who suggested a metro park plan for the City 
extending well into the surrounding countryside. Kessler argued th a t  
acquisition of parkland strips in remote farm land prior to  
developm ent would be less expensive than acquiring land after th e  
land had developed. The interconnected greenways would a s su re  
provision of open space for future generations, be excellent fo r  
roadways, lend access through green areas to future n e ig h b o rh o o d s , 
while bringing the natural environment back to the daily e x p e rie n c e  
of the urbanite.
The greenway was a method for preserving stream  beds an d  
river bottoms from development. They assured the co n tin u e d  
experience of greenspaces, trees and fields in the daily travel p a t te rn s  
of urbanites and provided safe, limited access travel. Connecting th e  
far reaches of a megalopolis. By the turn of the century, th e  
greenway based city was leading the way into the 20th c en tu ry . 
Greenways lent an appearance of “naturalness” to an in d u s tr ia liz e d
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America, provided recreation open space close to urbanized d is tric ts  
and softened the industrialized city (Greckens 1999).
Historical Omaha followed the greenway concept very w ell 
(Larsen 1982). Omaha has a significant urban parks and rec rea tio n  
facility developm ent history. A few boulevard streets were acq u ired  
by the board of park com m issioners who wrote of the city b eau tifu l 
movement in an 1898 report. The park com m issioners sum m arized , 
that those who opposed their endeavors “are those who have the m ost 
need for the revivifying influence of a day in the parks” (L arsen  
1982). Though Omaha did not have a com prehensive b eau tifica tio n  
plan, historically, people financed and dedicated to Omaha’s parks an d  
boulevard system paid for them. Historically, citizens of Omaha h av e  
been as dedicated as City’s leading in the beautification m ovem en t. 
An early local architects A.R. Dufrem e, made thoughtful and b ro a d e r  
observation when he wrote, “There has been too much sam en ess” 
(Larsen 1982). Out of these beginnings a “green” Omaha took shape.
As people spread out over the landscape, the City su rv iv ed  
depressions, dry weather, population changes and insect in festa tio n s 
well into the 20th Century. As economic conditions changed th e  
infrastructure responded to trends, showing signs of the times. A t 
one point, the beautiful boulevard system originally created in Om aha 
for the sake of enjoying the natural beauty of the City was limited to  
exclusive areas (Larsen 1982). It was not until the Federally F unded  
Public Works A dm inistration and Works Progress A dm inistration o f 
the 1930s that provided em ploym ent for thousands of Omahans th a t  
the greatest contributions to the beautification of the City ev o lv ed  
(Larsen 1982). Since this tim e, the historical significance as well as
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the beautification issues surrounding the boulevard system once  
envisioned to connect parks along scenic routes around the city w e re  
all but lost. During the 1990s an appreciation for the scenic q u a lit ie s  
of boulevards coupled with strong growth and developm ent w ith in  
the City, re-opened discussions to re-claim the “com m ons” a n d  
beautify parks, adding recreation facilities and considered b o u le v a rd s  
in locations w here scenic beauty and connectivity were concerned.
Today’s park system evolved out of several distinct phases o f 
m unicipal park developm ent. Omaha benefited early in its h is to ry  
from the com m itm ent of leaders in the community to the concept o f  
parks and open spaces. Following Omaha’s founding in 1854, th e  
Board of Park Commissioners was guiding the city’s well planned p a r k  
and boulevard system. By 1889, the city acquired land a n d  
im plem ented the plans of internationally known planners early in i ts  
development. This early beginning provides the core for today’s p a r k  
system. The core includes some of Omaha’s most scenic la n d sc a p e  
features. By the 1920’s, Omaha had a park system that w as  
considered exceptional for a m id-western city. It consisted of a b o u t 
tw elve forty to fifty acre parks which were connected by a t tra c t iv e  
boulevards (City of Omaha 1981).
In the 1920’s to the 1940’s, Omaha acquired new park sites in  
the suburban areas of the city. Several large parks were added to th e  
city’s periphery. A number of smaller parks were developed to fill in  
voids perceived within the city park system. Partially su ccessfu l 
attem pts were made to connect these new parks to the original p a r k  
and boulevard system (City of Omaha 1981). The 1950’s affected th e  
developm ent of Omaha’s parks in two ways. The conversion of th e
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existing park system from prim arily  open space with p a ss iv e  
recreation to one designed for activity. Facilities such as golf courses, 
ball fields and swimming pools were constructed as the b o u le v a rd  
segments incurred increased usage from  vehicles. As with most m a jo r  
American cities in the post-W orld W ar II era, Omaha grew faster th a n  
the ability of the city to acquire space for new parks. As a result, th e  
sections of Omaha that developed from the late 1940’s through th e  
1960’s were basically under-served . Following the wave of u rb a n  
economic developm ent, only less desirable and sm aller lots re m a in e d  
available for inclusion into the park system (City of Omaha 1981).
Between the 1960’s and 1970’s, the city established what w as 
considered a sound park planning system. The park system began to  
pursue dual developm ent objectives. Form alized land su b d iv is io n  
regulations and public financing allowed the City to secure p u b lic  
ownership of neighborhood-sized park facilities within n ew ly  
developed areas at the western rural-urban fringe. At the same tim e, 
the City cooperated with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ flood  
control program in order to develop a series of new facilities for p a rk s  
and recreation purposes along the flood plain oriented su b u rb a n  
fringe. This provided the much needed access to water o r ie n te d  
recreation opportunities for O m aha’s residents (City of Omaha 1981).
The Urban Parks and Recreation Recovery Act of 1978 p ro v id e d  
federal funds for a com prehensive plan to m aintain and im p ro v e  
Omaha’s park and recreation system. The plan which ensued a sse sse d  
the condition of existing parks and recreation  facilities. The p la n  
program focused upon restoring deterio ra ted  facilities and p ro v id in g  
recreation services for urban residents. U nfortunately, financ ia l
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constrain ts at federal and state levels limited im plem entation to th e  
use of local funds. Federal funding for park rehabilitation was scarce  
in the late 1970’s through 1988. However, the com prehensive p la n  
that resu lted  from the 1978 Recovery Act provided inform ation th a t  
was previously unavailable. This information provided s ig n ifican t 
continuity  and direction in decision making for park d e v e lo p m e n t 
(City of Omaha 1991). Since that time, planning has affected the c ity  
developm ent as indicated in chapter four, the case study.
Gerkens is a m ajor contributor in The Practice o f Local 
G overnm ent Planning, (the resource book for planners), by th e  
In ternational City M anagem ent Association, ICMA, (So 1988). U rb an  
planning of parks and recreation facilities and properties fo r  
developm ent was a relatively new practice that extended the work o f 
p lanners in cities. Planning values include environm ental h ea lth , 
resource conservation, efficiency, beauty and equity. Planners a re  
struggling with pluralism  and individuality, democratic p a r tic ip a tio n  
and responsib ility  and rational m anagem ent (So 1988). According to  
the literature, planning discussions often leave city re p re s e n ta tiv e s  
agreeing that something should be done, but sometimes, they lack th e  
resources to resolve the m atter equitably. When federal s ta n d a rd s  
and guidelines drive funding and require planning solutions, i t  
u ltim ately  benefits the developm ent because some of the p lan n in g  
decisions are already made. In Omaha, the practice of p ro v id in g  
equitable public parks and recreation opportunities and services h a s  
kept pace with federal regulations (USDI 1991, 1995, 1998, 1999).
G overnm ent documents provided case studies w ith  
environm ental impact statements as examples. Both federal and s ta te
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projects explored and gleaned from this source of in fo rm a tio n  
provided the understanding of com monality in m ethodology as well as 
the uniqueness of each case study. In every project there was a p o in t 
at which specific details were exclusive to a particu lar site an d  
situation. Master plans seem to follow the logic of collective action  
based on the perceived "greater good" to justify  actions d e te rm in in g  
the fate of a particular project (Kelsey 1986). Until recently th e re  
were few documents that m easured perform ance or final re su lts  
(USDI, GPRA 1993). Planners continue to debate how to evaluate th e  
outcome of a project. The evaluation of parks and recreation facility  
planning remains abstract and rem oved from im p lem en ta tio n . 
Evaluating plans by how well the environm ental ideals are u p h e ld  
seems most appropriate. As a p lanner’s experience is one th a t  
achieves compliance rhetorically. Actual com pliance with reg u la tio n s  
and standards are a m atter of enforcem ent w ithin opera tions. 
Government documents are w ritten with exceptions to rule$ and lots 
of leeway in interpretation (UPARRP 1991, 1999).
Inventory, classification and geographic analysis of Om aha’s 
parks and recreation system required being at the heart of the city  
planning process in order to obtain adequate technical support. This 
was one reason for establishing a strong working relationship w ith  
planning professionals in Omaha. In order to gain confidence in  
creating a model which best fit the city of Omaha’s parks an d  
recreation system; one had to be a part of the process. M any 
discussions with people concerned about the future of Omaha's p a rk s  
and recreation facility developm ent aided in the evaluation of b e s t 
case scenarios. It was difficult however, to determ ine the m ethods of
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m easurem ent that are truly adequate for cities to use in g e n e ra l 
(USDI, GPRA 1993). Interpolating the equity of Omaha's overall p a rk s  
and recrea tion  facility system and planning facilities with o p e ra tio n  
concerns in mind com plicated decisions. Forecasting facility n e e d s  
while know ing m aintenance of facilities was already a problem in  
Omaha led one to think in terms of minimums. S u sta in ab le  
developm ent and landscape protection required making tra d itio n a l 
generalizations in order to project not only a feasible plan, but a 
responsible plan for Omaha.
Public planning adm inistrators are expected to establish lists o f  
critical needs, which most accurately reflect the true identity of a 
particular project for development considerations throughout the city. 
To be approved and receive funding, the federal government re q u ire d  
city planners to provide evidence of great need with accuracy (USDI, 
UPARRP 1999). Visual dem onstration of quantifiable criteria an d  
viable alternatives were essential. No standard of m easurem ent fo r 
quality and quantity  of recreation exist but the planning d e p a r tm e n t 
had to establish  their own standard of m easurem ent to fulfill th e  
grant application requirem ents (USDI, Ammendment 1999).
At this point, the parks and recreation planning sp ec ia lis t 
provided the technical support that established critical n eed s , 
docum entation and facility plan based upon known information such  
as inventories, surveys, interview s, developed the pertinent c r ite r ia  
for the 1990 census project. This research provided the n e c e ssa ry  
resources for planning professionals with the responsibility o f  
predicting logical scenarios based on objective facts. Urban p la n n e rs  
study and in te rp re t growth trends to bring a rationality of c e r ta in ty
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to planning projects (So 1988). Many cities are evolving faster th a n  
public city systems can maintain the in frastructu re  (Brown 1971; 
Choate 1983; Chakrovorty 1996) For these reasons, parks a n d  
recreation facility planning must be a constant elem ent in th e  
planning process.
The belief that parks and recreation facilities needed to b eco m e
central place locations comes from the distance m inim ization a n d
behavior models (Keil 1990). City planning accepted this set o f  
concepts and methodologies as the geographic model and w as
especially useful in analyzing quantifiable spatial inform ation (K err
1976; Jalowiecki 1988). An understanding of the planning d isc ip lin e  
approaches to the problem (Fogg 1981) enhanced the application o f  
geographic and spatial statistics to urban studies.
The fundam entals of spatial inform ation system s are used b y 
several disciplines studying the city (Laurini 1992). The geograph ic  
model of Omaha’s parks and recreation facilities not only d e s ig n a te d  
unique physical features in need preservation or conservation, it also 
represented demographic character of the City. W hile p h y sica l 
features remain rather constant, the dem ography of a city ch an g es 
rapidly over space and time. Public parks and re c re a tio n  
opportunities can become scarce in the areas sought by d ev e lo p ers , 
especially when growth dram atically increases the population. City 
adm inistrators found it difficult to insist that developers use a s tr ic t  
percentage of land for public use because public land in c re a se d  
responsibilities and diminished the tax base (City of Omaha, Council 
Meetings 1991-2). Some developers negotiated a situation fin an c ia lly  
beneficial to their project without considering public needs o r
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environmental concerns at all. Progressive planning strategies n ee d ed  
to be devised by city adm inistrators to encourage n ecessary  
information flows prior to negotiating the development of new land to  
include public health, safety, accessibility and environm ental concerns 
of the City. Such a strategy for negotiating new land d eve lopm en t 
included the geographic model prescribing parks and rec rea tio n  
facilities by location and reserving a particular portion of d eve loped  
land for park development. Knowing this was an issue, planners w e re  
struggling with at that time, the model design was directed to reso lv e  
this conflict of in te rest and encourage developm ent the park sy s tem  
in a particular area (Figure 4.8).
Developing a practical application of geographic theories, spa tia l 
distribution and in teraction  inform ation is discussed in sev era l 
disciplines. How ever, few discussions related directly to parks a n d  
recreation facility planning for sustainable development. The 
foundation for O m aha’s geographic model for parks and rec rea tio n  
facility planning took form through application of several m apping  
methods and resu lted  in a best case scenerio approved by Omaha in  
1992. One of the best exam ples of useful literature was Omaha’s ow n 
parks and open spaces report by the League of Women Voters (Figure 
2.8). T hirty-eight m ajor parks were discussed and surveyed out o f 
the 257 public properties managed by the Omaha parks an d  
recreation system .
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Figure 2.8: M ajor Omaha Parks, from League of W omen Voters o f
G reater Omaha, 1986.
Notice the geography of Omaha’s parks and recreation facilities w ith  
overlapping service areas in densely populated areas, parks a ro u n d  
and along waterw ays and in scenic areas of the city, u n s e rv e d  
populations and more uniform developm ent in new er parks a n d  
recreation facilities.
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A RECREATION PERSPECTIVE
Recreation is defined as "any non-work activity that p rov ides 
for the replenishm ent of spirits, a change from routine, p leasure" 
(Nash 1960). It should be an activity which has no destructive effect 
on the participation of others and the resource setting. F u rtherm ore , 
the participant should be able to spontaneously pursue situations as 
they arise. This condition gives the participant maximum freedom of 
choice in guiding their own leisure behavior. No other facility fits th is  
criteria better than a w ell-designed or naturally scenic open space. 
The recreation experience is thought to require an engagem ent with a 
commitment of energy, tim e and personal resources, including m oney 
(Jubenville 1990). This is the point at which humans turn play into 
rec rea tio n .
As people grow into adulthood, they require a variety of 
constructive skill learning activities such as basketball, softball, 
baseball, tennis, golf and even horseshoes in some communities. In  
contrast to work, the recreation  experience needs to be self- 
rewarding, but not punishing, offering the recreationist free choices 
with unobligated time and money (Jubenville 1990). Therefore, a 
wide range of recreation  opportunities needs to be available, 
especially in a city as large as Omaha.
The recreation experience has five distinct phases: an ticipation ,
travel to, on-site experience, return travel and recollection (Jubenville  
1990). For this reason, it is thought that the city b eau tifica tio n  
m ovem ent fits well into the makings of urban identity as people 
respond to the environm ent in which they conduct their lives. T here  
is no doubt that people spend more of their real income an d
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unobligated time on recreational pursuits than ever before (RER 
1999). The notion of beautification exists in Omaha's a e s th e tic a lly  
pleasing designs of special facilities and gardens.
Recreation Statistics
To illustrate the dynamics of change in recreation p a r tic ip a tio n  
literature let us consider the information available from th e  
Recreation Executive Report (1999). 26.5 million people played golf in
1997. Snowboarding grew 29.1 percent to 2.8 million p a r tic ip a n ts . 
Seven other sports had double digit growth in 1997: b ack p ack in g
w indsurfing, snorkeling, baseball, water skiing, scuba diving and ice 
hockey. Percentages are down in swimming, but over f if ty -e ig h t
t
million people are involved in water based recreation ac tiv itie s . 
Over forty six million people are camping or exercising w ith  
equipm ent at fitness centers. Many more rem ain unaccounted fo r  
because they are not registering at public facilities, taking classes o r  
are recreating at home. About forty-four million people a re  
registered to fish, yet many fish in private lakes. Private re c re a tio n  
activities are harder to track with statistics showing p a rtic ip a tio n . 
Bowling statistics are down over ten percent com pared to o th e r  
recreation activities. Still, statistics show there are over se v e n ty - tw o  
million bowlers and pool players (RER 1999). While the dynam ics o f 
change in recreation participation is evident in these statistics, th e y  
are inconclusive indicators of recreation needs.
Recreation planners know that traditional activities lik e  
basketball will have high participation levels. According to th e  
Recreation Executive Report, basketball has the highest and m o s t
consistent participation levels. Recreation planners can count on 
baseball to follow basketball in team  sports participation. Softball an d
volleyball can be successful recrea tion  programs as well with n e a rly
as many participants. At the same time, recreation planners m u s t 
recognize the decline in sports like tackle football because of h ig h e r  
liabilities than public recreation program s can afford.
Recreation professionals know bicycle riding has increased o v e r 
the last decade. Trends indicate that the popularity of bicycling,
hiking and walking is up nationw ide. Recreation participation d a ta  
reveals that the demand for specific types of recreation o p p o rtu n itie s  
is constantly changing over time, but in a somewhat p red ic tab le  
fashion (RER 1999). While it is im portan t to understand recreation in  
context of changing dem ands, national recreation p a rtic ip a tio n  
statistics are not specific enough to guide city parks and facility
planning. The answers for Om aha’s park and recreation facility p la n  
came from within the system. The information had to be in te rp o la te d  
and synthesized for practical application.
Recreation Philosophy
Recreation philosophy and theory are quite inspiring w ith  
notions of enlightenm ent being achieved through se lf-ac tu a tin g  
activities (Bannon 1976). Sim ilarly, geographic research inc ludes 
philosophical points on env ironm ental perception, attitudes an d  
values (Tuan 1961, 1973, 1974, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1982). T hese 
philosophies suggest that m otivation follows behavior, in other w ords, 
one must start thinking and behaving in a self-actualizing way in  
order to enjoy a leisure experience (Hart 1969; Jensen 1980; Ig litzen
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1995). The im plications of this concept are that if people engage in  
playful activities, they really will feel more carefree. , In order to b e 
spontaneous, experience new things, look at things from d if fe re n t 
perspectives, open new channels of opportunity, explore and d isc o v e r  
new worlds of adventure, it becomes necessary to extend p e rso n a l 
boundaries (Lee 1999). Parks and recreation opportunities a n d  
leisure experiences in urban places help people cope with w o rk in g  
and living in crowded environm ents. Environm ental p sycho logy  
suggests that personal space is an individual perception of one’s im ag e  
of their own surroundings. The need for privacy and territoriality  a re  
basic to the human condition, but they are defined in d iv id u a lly  
(Holahan 1982).
Historically, John Muir said that “everybody needs beauty as 
well as bread, places to play in and pray in, where nature may h e a l 
and cheer and give strength to body and soul alike” (Jensen 1990). 
Outdoor education is said to strengthen people’s minds as well as th e ir  
bodies, broadening their understanding of the laws of n a tu re , 
sharpening their appreciation of its manifold beauties, fortifying th e ir  
m ost precious possession, the spirit that gives life its meaning (Jen sen
1990). Love and respect for nature come through an awareness o f 
life’s natural processes, geological formations of soil and rock, 
practicing conservation and preservation, experiencing b e a u tifu l 
scenery and the joy of seeing one’s self through being alone w ith  
nature. Luther Burbank, a well known champion of the e n v iro n m e n t 
and recreation  in his day was quoted by Brian J. Nash (1960) in h is 
book on recreation philosophy the following statement:
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“Every child should have mud pies, grasshoppers, w a te r -  
bugs, tadpoles, frogs, mud turtles, elderberries, w ild  
strawberries, acorns, chestnuts, trees to climb, brooks to  
wade in, water lilies, woodchucks, bats, beets, b u tte rf lie s , 
various animals to pet, hay fields, pine cones, rocks to roll, 
sand, snakes, huckleberries, and hornets; and any ch ild  
who has been deprived of these has been deprived of th e  
best of his education.”
The natural environm ent of Om aha’s parks and re c re a tio n  
system possesses scenic value in open spaces, greenw ays and tra ils  
which offer this kind of hum an-env ironm en t interaction (City of 
Omaha 1990). Historical literature about Omaha comments on th e  
environm ent’s place in the education of youths and supports th e  
acquisition of spatial inform ation and geographic research (L arsen  
1982). Environmental ethics literature tends to advocate a lte rn a tiv e  
methods of problem solving, proclaim ing they have found ir re fu ta b le  
evidence that current efforts to preserve w ilderness are in a d e q u a te  
(Grumbine 1994).
Recreation Facility Planning
Authors of books on com prehensive planning of le isu re  
resources suggest that merely providing space for people to play is 
half the battle in public adm inistration (Bannon 1976). R eserv ing  
space for parks and recreation ahead of developm ent is co n s id e red  
cost-effective as well (Gerckens 1998). As population d en s itie s  
increase around a park location, facilities can be developed in th e se  
city owned spaces in response to public demand. This treatm ent of 
“the commons” as a zone in transition by planning is p ro g re ss iv e
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m anagem ent o f parks and recreation facilities.
Parks and Recreation studies provide philosophical reasoning a n d  
define how professionals in the industry should approach th e  
provision of leisure services. The literature is full of co n tro v e rs ie s  
surrounding recreation preferences. In practice, public p a r tic ip a tio n  
in everyth ing  from the specific recreation opportunity to th e  
developm ent of policy dictates the fate of a particular facility o r  
service offered within a parks and recreation system. W ithout fe d e ra l 
funding, public and private interest, the urban parks and re c re a tio n  
facilities and properties are at risk of tragic losses (Hultsman 1998). 
The phenom enon known as the “tragedy of the commons” is th e  
irreconcilable contradictions of interests between the individual a n d  
the system  (McCay 1987). Parks and recreation facilities a re  
“com mon p roperty”, broadly understood to mean that people h av e  
free and unregulated access to limited resources (McCay 1987).
Park property  was saved only by Omaha’s re p re s e n ta tiv e s  
collectively asking the questions like... What is where? How can it b e  
m easured? How is it related? How is it different or unique? W h at 
are the com mon and other property rights? Whom are we se rv in g ?  
Recreation planning explores in terrelationships among g o v e rn m e n t 
agencies, dem ographics of whole communities, neighborhoods an d  
user groups, included in an economic analysis of resources (McCay 
1987). Public and private developm ent need to coordinate co llec tive 
effort in the in terest of public property because “the com m ons” 
belong to everyone, but if no one is responsible and m aintains th em , 
they will suffer degradation and decay (McCay 1987). Public 
partic ipation  in the planning process, along with private and fe d e ra l
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funding cooperatives can protect com munal resources, p re s e rv in g  
culture and ecology (McCay 1987).
An example of Omaha’s approach to dealing with a crisis in  
public recreation was featured in the Parks and Recreation p u b lic a tio n  
in February 1999 (Foster). A ttendance at sw im m ing pool fac ilities 
were so low pools were no longer cost effective. Omaha took th e  
iniative to adopt a city wide pool plan that responded to the need fo r  
aquatic entertainment that suited the whole family. Traditional pools 
were planned to be converted into water p laygrounds, leisure pools, 
waterparks and family fun centers (Foster 1999). Public support a n d  
private funding backed the new aquatic centers as a co o p e ra tiv e  
com m unity effort. A citywide plan to build pools as part of a la rg e r  
com munity center is in the works for the future (Foster 1999). T he 
National Recreation and Parks Association was calling for “w ell- 
educated, entrepreneurial and innovative” aquatic m a n a g e m e n t 
(Turner 1991). It was a pleasant surprise to learn that Omaha h a d  
found a way to address swimming pools and the need for m o re  
recreation centers in an equitable m anner much as the p ro jec t 
indicated were necessary.
Accessible recreation facilities and parks are typically “20 y e a rs  
behind the times” (Oestreicher 1990). In the case of Omaha, as w ith  
many American cities, playgrounds were as much as 35 years b e h in d  
when the project started (Silkworth 1992). In recent years, O m aha 
has been closing the gap in accessibility with tw en ty -th ree  new p a rk s  
and two major renovations of inner-city parks and re c re a tio n  
fac ilitie s  (Silkworth 1992). Park planners are more ca re fu lly  
scrutinizing playground equipm ent on the basis of sa fe ty ,
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m aintenance and play value (Caesar 1999). City governments h a v e  
grown weary of lawsuits over accidents in the park. New p a r k  
locations are developed with contem porary playground e q u ip m e n t 
that meets accessibility  standards. They are installed and m a in ta in e d  
for a particular age group of a specific population in developing a re a s  
because it is econom ically feasible. Old playground e q u ip m e n t 
abounds in existing parks with high population densities, with little o r  
no support to help finance the demand for recreation re so u rc e  
improvements (Silkworth 1992). Providing accessibility and a d e q u a te  
safety requires appropriate design, safety inspection and co n tin u a l 
m aintenance (Allen 1998). Accessibility in the parks and re c re a tio n  
facility system  is a growing concern for planning p ro fessiona ls  
(Gillespie 1989). P layground accessibility is at issue because d es ig n  
can lim it recreation  participation and omit a significant and v ita l 
section of a city’s population (Gantt-W right 1999). Furthermore, ju s t  
because a facility was designed to be accessible, doesn’t make it a 
desirable place to play (Caesar 1999). If accessibility is an issue a t  
the beginning of every planning process, accessible designs will no  
longer be overlooked (Allen 1998). If space is allocated for parks a n d  
recreation ahead of development, park planning professionals are ab le  
to effectively com m unicate to developers essential requirem ents in  
terms like “acres per thousand” .
T ransportation  planners seem to agree that citizen m o b ility  
needs to be m ulti-dim ensional (Knox 1991). Some cities are w id en in g  
sidewalks for tw o-w ay human powered mobility, giving m o re  
emphasis on pedestrian  traffic within the City (Untermann 1997). 
Recreation professionals champion the idea of people having a sa fe
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walkway between work and home (NRPA/MPRA Conference 1994). 
Many articles in the literature spotlight scenic views along the l in e a r  
and radial transportation corridors (Gerckens 1998). Urban cap ita l 
im provem ent programs seem to be among the m ost in n o v a tiv e  
attempts to use what resources the city has to create an e n v iro n m e n t 
people need, while following the guidelines of the city's m aster p la n  
(Lovingood Jr. 1978).
Other authors join them with articles that consider a list o f 
environm ental ethics for parks and recreation adm inistra tions to  
follow. Leo McAvoy writes that a park and recreation p ro fe ss io n a l 
philosophy demands grounding in ecological principles, not m e rc h a n t 
values. In other words, the value of the service should be m e a s u re d  
by the extent to which environm entally responsible visitors a re  
cultivated, not by the extent to which revenue is generated (1 990). 
This common recreation philosophy can conflict with econom ic 
concepts of feasibility and sustainability when planning a n d  
developing public recreation facilities that are expensive to m a in ta in . 
Again it sounds much like an urban version of the “tragedy of th e  
commons” (McCay 1987).
CONCLUSIONS
Cities losing cases of liability due to safety hazards in p u b lic  
places are beginning to take measures of prevention through p la n n in g  
(Fantino 1999). Still, social issues remain unresolved that called u p o n  
residents to act environmentally responsible for public places (V a rn es
1991). Social issues must be resolved before public a d m in is tra tio n  
can fully address development for the sake of sustainability  a n d
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improved urban function within the city park system. Some 
enlightened urban individuals attem pting to rejuvenate th e  
environm ental ethic of a new age for planning by trying a “back to  
basics” philosophy (Sanson 1976; U nterm ann 1991, 1997). P lanning  
must anticipate growth and demand, be prepared for the fu tu re , 
ready to defend the citizen’s right to adequate parks and rec rea tio n  
facilities. It is com m only understood that while people may save  
aluminum cans, recycle, ride a bike or walk more, they do not want to  
give up the luxuries and conveniences of urbanization. For th is  
reason, an appropriate philosophy for parks and rec rea tio n  
professionals lies som ewhere between that o f an entrepreneur and an  
en v iro n m e n ta lis t.
A geographic investigation  of urban space as applied to c u rre n t 
developm ent of public spaces for the sake of long-term  ecological 
sustainability could and has been defined by many terms from m an y  
perspectives. This thesis is an example of the research which focuses 
on the spatial aspects of parks and recreation facility planning th a t  
keeps the collective decision making process in tact by offering  
interactive mapping o f the city.
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Chapter III 
METHODOLOGY
Though park and recreation facility equality is more o f te n  
qualifiable than quantifiable, objectivity and consistency betw een a n d  
within evaluation processes was an asset to Omaha’s p la n n e rs . 
A dditionally, using service radii mapping to m easure sca rc ity , 
availability, and accessibility of facilities and parks provided m o re  
precise understanding of the population characteristics w ith in  
different areas of the city. The methodology also included sa m p lin g  
techniques, com parative, centrographic and descriptive m ethods o f 
analyzing geographical and spatial information. This resulted in  
classification of Omaha’s park and recreation facilities d is tr ic t, 
community and neighborhood parks. As space was located w ithin th e  
city system for developm ent, population statistics were c a lc u la te d  
from the 1990 census. The usefulness of the cartographic r e s e a rc h  
continued to resolve problems for planning parks and recreation  as 
site evaluation complimented technical information. Further r e s e a rc h  
com pared and contrasted the techniques for com patibility  to th e  
facility type in terms of effectiveness.
It was necessary to demonstrate how theory could be applied to  
planning m ethodologies in order to establish a consensus before th e  
park prescriptions were acceptable to planning. The process b e g a n  
with overlapping circles or central place notions defining service a re a s  
(Figure 3.1-5).
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Figure 3.4: Combined M odel  o f  Theory f o r  Appl icat ion  by author, 1999.
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Figure 3.5: Interactive Geographic  Analysis M odel  by author, 1999.
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Hexagons are used in geographic  th eo ry  and  d iam onds were being 
used in the p lann ing  departm ent, b o th  e lim ina ted  o verlapp ing  service 
areas. As long as the m ethod  was c o n s is ten t  the  procedure  ensured  
equitable service coverage . The re su l t in g  po lygons div ided  service 
areas as equitably as possib le  co n s id e r in g  topog rap hy  and barriers to 
human powered m obility  (F igure  3 .6).
Population 
H e  enter .
Low \  
Population
Figure 3.6: Applied  M odel  o f  Theory  by author, 1999.
However, the service  radii m a p p in g  tech n iqu e  gave ev idence  to
consider the o ve rlap p ing  serv ice  a reas  as s ign if ican t in t h e  
deve lopm en t of connec tiv ity  b e tw e e n  parks along t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  
routes. Forecasting future park and re c re a t io n  facility needs used t h e  
service radius o f the facility w ith  o v e r la p p in g  circles to e n s u r e  
coverage which resu lted  in po lyg ons  that d iv ided  real space w i t h o u t
gaps in service. This work was done by h and  and tran s la te d  into t h e
park prescrip tions in 1992.
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Figure 3.7: P laygrounds - Service Radii  Mapping Example by author
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Figure 3.7 represents a small sample of the intricate d e ta il 
involved in calculating population to facility ratios for playgrounds in  
Omaha. Notice that MAPA 1990 population by block was the b a se  
map, facilities were designated with an “X”, park num ber and nam e. 
Overlapping was quite extensive in this section between 36th a n d  
72nd to the east and west and Fort and Blondo to the north and south . 
Population was divided by the num ber of overlapping service areas. 
Population to facility totals were circled and placed by the fac ility  
name. Notice the overlapping service areas, common in urban places.
For facilities that did not fit the service radii m ap p in g
techniques distance minim ization principles such as major b a ll
complexes or golf courses, another cartographic m ethod using ce n tra l 
place concepts still proved to be a practical application. In th e  
interactive map analysis spatial d istribution and relationships w e re  
key in designating the facility location. These facilities also n e e d e d  
appropriate sites for development requiring field research to co n s id e r 
topographic conditions and scenic values for parks. P o p u la tio n  
thresholds were significant as well. Parks and facilities re q u ir in g  
higher population thresholds were more costly. At the same tim e,
higher land value often meant less land available for parks an d
recreation facilities (Berry 1968; M orrill, 1974; Yeates 1974).
In 1995 the Departm ent of In terio r required p lan n in g  
prescription in terms of “acres per 1000” (Appendices 8.1-3). Since 
the geographic model was complete with service radii mapping a n d  
merging, an interactive map analysis and the spatial statistics d e fin e d  
on spreadsheets (Appendices 1-4) was all that was needed to  
calculate the population increases. Since 1995 the “acres per 1 0 0 0 ”
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park p rescrip tions provided service coverage information that is a 
significant elem ent of the present City M aster Plan (Silkworth 1999).
INVENTORY
During the spring and fall of 1991, inventories began to e x te n d  
the work that had already been done toward including every p a rk , 
recreation facility and property as part of the city system. A su rv e y  
was conducted in order to compare regional, metropolitan, d is tric t, 
community, neighborhood, mini and linear parks in terms of levels o f 
public usage and environm ental quality. Facilities and the p h y sica l 
conditions of the parks were noted and assessed, as were the g en e ra l 
socio-econom ic characteristics of users and user activities. Time of 
day, day of the week and site characteristics were varied to get an  
idea of peak usage times. Site checks involved over a h u n d re d
conversations with personnel, park visitors and rec rea tio n
participants. Repeated visits to park sites and recreation events o v e r  
the course of several years resulted in a journal of park site  
observations and responses to simple questions about their p e rcep tio n  
of the Omaha parks and recreation facilities. Although the in te rv iew  
process was lim ited, the site checks provided the much n e e d e d  
physical inform ation and valuable insights. Park and rec rea tio n  
properties were defined with comments on facility in v e n to ry ,
m aintenance and safety concerns.
The physical inventory of Omaha’s parks and facilities w as 
entered onto a spreadsheet using Excel software for M acin tosh  
(Appendix 3). In addition to this inventory, all public p ro p e r tie s  
managed by Omaha’s Recreation, Parks and Public P ro p e rtie s
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Departm ent were inventoried and classified according to size a n d  
developm ent potential. Target locations for future park open space, 
m ulti-use areas and facilities were established in order of p r io r i ty  
based on the geographic inform ation and spatial d is trib u tio n . 
Locations in existing parks conducive to developm ent of specific 
facilities were also duly noted and included in the geographic m odel. 
Site analysis was considered part of the background re se a rc h  
significant enough to include because it rep resen ts h u m a n -  
environm ental interaction in the parks of Omaha (Appendices 4 -8 ). 
For a fuller investigation of the economic feasib ility  of p a rk  
developm ent a Budget Summary was prepared. City g o v e rn m e n t 
documents produced over the last decade were read to u n d e rs ta n d  
the broader financial circumstances of the City. The num ber of p a rk s  
and recreation facility developm ent projects com pleted, planned an d  
underway were considered as a measure of developm ent potential in  
Omaha. Omaha's demographic trends and population s ta tis tic s  
revealed growth and decline, youthful and older populations, soc io ­
economic and cultural aspects of the populace.
FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
The following standards are used to identify locations for n ew  
public parks and recreation facilities:
1. Tennis: 1-11/2 to 1-2/3 mile service radius; 4,500 people of all
ages; 1 acre
2. Tennis Complexes: 2-1/2 to 3 mile service radius; 3 5 ,0 0 0
people of all ages and tournament play; 2 acres
3. Recreation Centers: 2-1/2 to 2-2/3 mile service radius; 3 5 ,0 0 0
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people of all ages; 2 acres*
4. Soccer Fields: 1-1/2 to 1-2/3 mile service radius; 10,000 people
of all ages; 2.6 to 4 acres depending on site
5. Soccer Complexes: evenly distributed near population centers;
league play and tournam ents; 8 acres
6. 18 Hole Golf Course: evenly distributed among the population;
50,000 people of all ages; 30 or more acres
7. 9 Hole Golf Course: 2-1/2 to 2-2/3 mile service radius; 50 ,000  
people of all ages; 10 or more acres
8. Swimming Pools: 2-1/2  to 2-2/3 mile service radius; 8,000 in
the 5-19 age group; 2 acres
9. Ballfields: 1-1/2 to 1-2/3 mile service radius; 6,000 people of
all ages; 8 acres
10. Adult Ballfield Complexes: evenly distributed; league play and
tournam ents; 19 acres
11. Youth Ballfield Complexes: evenly distributed; league play and
tournam ents; 10 acres
12. Basketball: 1 to 1-1/3 mile service radius; 2,700 people of all
ages; .5 acres
13. Playgrounds: 1/2 to 2/3 mile service radius; 500 children ages
2-11; .5 acre minimum; prefer 1 acre sites with buffer zones
14. M ulti-Use Open Space: 1 to 1-1/3 mile service radius; 3 ,000
people of all ages; .5 acre minimum on flat site, prefer 3 acre  
sites with 1.5 acres for picnic area, consideration given to flat o r 
rolling site with a m inim um of 25 percent additional a re a
allowed for trees and amenities.
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SERVICE RADII MAPPING
In order to meet the goal of providing service e q u ita b ly  
throughout the city, basic recreation services are evaluated  in te rm s  
of the distance which the users must travel to the facility, and in
terms of the amount of population within that service radius. Gaps in  
service can then be identified, so that construction of new fac ilitie s  
can be programmed in those areas which are lacking service.
The process for mapping service radii was as follows:
1. Identify and locate parks which have the specific facility, u s in g
the parks database, the park facilities maps (covering specific 
areas of the city) and the Omaha and Vicinity Map. Old o v e r la y
maps of service radii was also helpful in this process.
2. If the park is large in area, aerial photos were used to locate th e  
recreation facility (central place) within the park.
3. Translations of the service radius for each facility w e re
cartographically measured to scale on the base m ap .
M easurem ent was done along existing routes which can b e 
followed by pedestrians from the facility out to the edge of th e  
service radius distance (Figure 3.7).
4. Different colors and/or map legend patterns were used fo r
adjacent facilities to mark the facility location and the e n d
points of the service radius m easurem ent (Figure 3.7). E dges 
were connected around block boundaries to create u n b ro k e n  
zones surrounding all of the area within the facility’s se rv ice  
radius (range of a good).
5. Census data at the block level were used to tabulate the ta rg e t
(threshold) population for each facility. This was done b y
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adding the population w ithin the target socioeconomic group of 
each block which is w ithin the service radius (tributary area o r 
sphere of influence) of a particular facility.
6. Some facilities have a target population which is less than th e  
total census population. In these cases, subgroups such as “ ages 
5 to 9“ within the total population were calculated for th e
facility. Subgroup data were derived block by block from a 
percentage of census tract totals within each service area. The 
population of overlapped service areas will be eq u a lly
apportioned among the com peting facilities.
This process included a block by block survey of popu la tion  
density in order to understand  the distribution of population in  
Omaha relative to public park locations and acreage. Acres per cap ita  
were assessed as a rough m easure of usage at public rec rea tio n  
facilities. The total acres of land as com pared to an acre of rec rea tio n  
land were used as an estim ate of availability of public facilities. 
Accessibility was considered in terms of the distance of the popu la tion  
from the public parks. Facility maps assigning each facility a 
population to facility ratio synthesized  the results of this process.
Then, spreadsheets were produced for the planners’ use in
conjunction with com puter assisted map layers of each facility ty p e  
(Figure 4.1). Served, underserved  and unserved classifications w ere  
subjectively chosen by planning professionals based on h ig h er 
standards than the national m inim um  requirem ents and s ta te  
guidelines. This resulted in a series of map layers which a techn ic ian  
could use to interpolate the facilities needed by location based on
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population. The results of that map layering set was then listed a n d  
cartographically  represented on the planners’ version of the p a rk s  
and recreation facility plan as park prescriptions featured in this case  
s tu d y .
Population statistics were measured against space re q u ire m e n ts  
for each type of facility required in a given area to determ ine the size 
of park needed. M ulti-use open spaces were verified by site checks, 
aerial photos and platt maps of public properties conducive to  
recreation facility development. These sites were then targeted a s 
potential locations for recreation facilities and parks. Coverage a re a s , 
based on the nearest neighbor concept, allowed for the adoption of a n  
“acres per thousand” standard for the distribution of public facilities. 
Locations were designated after several planning m eetings th a t  
hashed out best case scenarios with discussions comparing locations to  
each other with respect to its proximity to commercial centers a n d  
residential areas. Many of these locations are in keeping with th e  
idea of parks as transition zones with the most ideal park a n d  
recreation facility locations between commercial and residential areas.
MAP MERGING AND INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS
As indicated in Figure 3.5, existing park locations and n a tu ra l  
features included an inventory of urban forestry, w etlands a n d  
w aterw ays as base map features. These maps were m erged b y 
converting large service radii maps to computer map layers which th e  
planners could use individually or interactively as part of th e  
geographic model. In order to effectively determ ine facility needs in  
a com prehensive analysis, map layers were form atted for th e
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Macintosh com puter with Illu stra to r 5.5. Spreadsheets w e re  
developed from the Excel softw are that planners were using. 
Additional map layers were included: topographic in fo rm ation ,
streets, sanitary sewer, developm ent criteria, planning zones and e v e n  
a balanced contiguous growth map layer as part of the p ro cess 
(Figures 4.2-3, 4.5-8). From this geographic model, the official p a rk s  
and recreation facility m aster plan was subm itted and approved b y 
the city council. As stated earlier, this form at allowed planners to  
work with spatial inform ation from  the desktop. Planners could  
shuffle through map layers, choosing layers most pertinent to  
planning current issues. Newer versions of Illu stra to r allowed one to  
look down through all the layers as was done with tra n sp a re n c ie s  
early in the project, only now the form at is easily printed an d  
duplicated.
The interactive map analysis allowed planners to visualize th e  
Geographic Model of Parks and Recreation Facility Planning (Figure 
4.9) in relation to other spatial data. For example: topo g rap h y ,
transportation routes, sewer system s, developm ent zones, housing an d  
the managed growth plan were constant issues of concern (Figure 3.5). 
Since they were in a format that could be merged with the parks an d  
recreation facility plan, decisions on locations suitable fo r 
development of these facilities were easier to make. The in te ra c tiv e  
map analysis was developed to standardize a method of analyzing  
parks and recreation from a spatial perspective, but also to p ro v id e  
planners with valuable inform ation for decision-m akers. The 
planning process required docum entation  the geographic model could  
provide in a timely manner.
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Chapter IV 
THE OMAHA CASE STUDY
Does the city of Omaha have a comprehensive urban park p la n  
which effectively considers the environm ental impact of park u sa g e?  
W hat are the factors impacting park use? While urban parks a re  
designed for public use, there are environmental aspects that d e s e rv e  
consideration in park planning and development. An im portant p a r t  
o f the Omaha park system includes a wealth of historically s ig n ifican t 
places which demand preservation. Use and preservation represent a 
duality in the purpose o f park management. The fundamental issue is 
determ ining the optimal levels of current public use that allows fo r 
continual use and future preservation. The course of action taken b y  
the city to resolve conflicts between qualities associated with u sag e  
and preservation was analyzed.
Is the current program an effective part of a long range land u se  
plan? This thesis identified the major efforts in park planning in th e  
past as they impacted recent courses of action. The analysis w as 
based upon assessing use through direct participation and h a n d s -o n  
field research coupled with numerous work sessions, interview s a n d  
extensive research of applicable literature. This procedure p ro v id e d  
both local and national perspectives for synthesis and contribution to  
the Omaha’s park and recreation facility planning process. Results o f 
this part of the analysis indicated that while Omaha has its p ro b lem s, 
effective use of planning principles, assure a vigorous and u til i ta r ia n  
future of the parks and recreation system.
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SERVICE RADII MAPPING RESULTS
While circles, hexagonal or diam ond shaped service areas w e re  
the ideal circumference, actual service areas had to conform to  
transportation routes. Service radii m apping observed th e  
param eters of theory, while application resulted in oddly sh a p ed  
polygons discussed in the litera tu re  analysis (Gould 1985). 
Government guidelines required that existing transportation  ro u te s  
represent the most logical path of travel to and from parks an d  
recreation sites (USDI June 1991). Therefore, the geographic m odel 
was a reasonable solution satisfying both the governm ental g u id e lin es  
and public demand for traditional recreation  and park facilities in  
Omaha (Figure 4.1; Appendices 1.1-15). Developing a co m p le te  
inventory of Omaha’s parks and recreation  facilities and services w ith  
m ultiple map studies and population statistics p ro v id e d  
understanding of the hum an-env ironm en t interactions. T h erefo re , 
maps were accompanied by corresponding population statistics. For 
example, see Appendices 2.1-5 which provides populations s ta tis tic s  
on Playgrounds. Notice Crown Point Park at 4404 Laurel Street is a 
two-acre park with one playground serving 959 children between th e  
ages of two and eleven. The target threshold  for playgrounds is 3 00 
children in this age group.
Figure 4.1: Service Radii Mapping Example - Playgrounds by author,
1992. Notice gaps in service and overlapping service radii in densely 
populated  areas.
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MAP MERGING AND INTERACTIVE MAP ANALYSIS
The first step in solving the problem of optim izing Omaha's p a rk  
and recreation facility location is taking inventory and re la tiv e
assessments of the sites and situations in question. Figure 4.2 was th e  
first complete map of all of the parks and recreation facilities in  
Omaha. Once planning officials knew w h e r e  all the existing P a rk s  
and recreation facilities were in relation to areas in need of
environm ental protection, preservation and conservation, th e
foundation was set (Figure 4.3). The next logical step was to p ro d u ce  
a map merging several map layers in order to produce a Parks an d  
Natural Resources map where green was used to designate n a tu ra l  
areas the City planned to conserve, preserve or protect. One by one, 
the coverage maps and statistics were merged by hand until locations 
could be designated and prioritized (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.2 P arks  M e rg e d  with City Streets by author, 1991.
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Figure 4.3 Natural Resources Merged with Parks  by author, 1992.
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■igure 4.4: Parks an d  Recrea t ion  Facility Plan , City of Omaha 1992.
8 6
Parks were prescribed accordingly, resulting in Figure 4.4: Parks a n d
Recreation Facility Plan , City of Omaha 1992. On the basis of park size 
alone, planning officials began to close the gap between supply an d  
demand for parks and recreation facilities.
However, this simple plan did not consider pub lic  
transportation, automobiles and human powered mobility. M o v e m en t 
of the people over the land is an issue considered by this au th o r. 
Furtherm ore, some recreation facilities are special, expensive or s ite  
specific. Service radii mapping techniques and coverage maps do n o t 
evaluate these opportunities very well because it is based on d is ta n c e  
minimization principles. It is duly noted that the service radii m e th o d  
does not account for the fact that people will drive, ride, even w a lk  
great distances to participate in a particular recreation activity at a 
more desirable facility.
In Omaha, sports tournaments such as ice hockey, b aseb a ll, 
basketball and even soccer leagues are filled with d e d ic a te d  
participants who will pay fees and drive wherever they need to go to 
be there for the recreation event. For these special o p p o rtu n itie s , 
ticket sales, m em bership fees and a minimum population th re s h o ld  
are more im portant than travel time and distance of p o p u la tio n  
centers to the facilities. Equitable spatial distribution of these la rg e r  
facilities was more important than the specific location and p o p u la tio n  
data resulting from service radii mapping. In order to create a 
geographic model that recognizes their place within the system , s ite  
and situation were considered most important. With this in mind, th e  
interactive map analysis ensued.
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Figure 4.5 Jurisdictions M e rg e d  with Parks  and Natural Resources
Map Layers by author, 1992, Notice planning criteria.
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Figure 4.6 Sanitary Sewers Merged with Parks and Natural Resources
M ap Layers  by author, 1992. Notice limits of service.
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Figure 4,7 Development Critera M e rg e d  wi th  Natural Resources  by
author, 1992. Notice development in natural areas.
9 0
Figure 4.8 Population Merged with Parks and Natural Resources M ap  
Layers by author, 1992. Notice population encroaching on n a tu ra l 
re so u rce s .
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Other indicators of growth potential included to p o g rap h y , 
transportation routes, sanitation, housing structure, housing s ta r ts , 
even industry and commercial locations, provided understanding  o f 
urban population growth in varying regions of a city. Figure 4 .5  
merges map layers with inform ation about Omaha’s parks, n a tu ra l  
resources and jurisdictions also referred to as developm ent zones. 
Figure 4.6 is an example of Omaha’s parks, natural resources a n d  
sanitary sewers inform ation merged and used as an indicator o f  
growth potential or zoning concerns. W ithout the proper sa n ita tio n  
facilities, engineering becomes a problem. W ith this all th is  
inform ation documented and before them, it is not overlooked in th e  
planning process. Figure 4.7 provides a look at Om aha’s parks, n a tu ra l  
resources and development criteria in relation to regional, m e tro , 
com munity and neighborhood business and shopping centers w ith  
current transportation planning policies already in effect. Figure 4 .8  
is an attem pt to model population growth m erged parks, streets an d  
natural resources. It is also one in te rp reta tion  of a m u lti-n o d a l 
projection of balanced contiguous growth that Omaha City p la n n e rs  
were concerned about at the time. Although the projection is lim ited , 
the results are rem arkably similar to the work of Kenneth W. 
Englebrecht, Ph.D., whose dissertation produced maps illu s tra tin g  
residential growth patterns (1986). In spite of a few lim ita tions, 
Figure 4.8 shows the location of parks, natural resources in green an d  
overlapping population growth with the greatest concentration o f 
people represented by black.
Such map merging provides the basis of a g eog raph ic  
inform ation system used to determine what, where and how  p a rk s
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and recreation facilities are situated in real locations. Visualizing how  
urban system s fit together, overlap or understanding why facilities 
were absent in a particular location exposed weaknesses a n d  
strengths w ithin the infrastructure. Maps allow for future planning to  
analyze factors that discourage or lend incentives to development in a 
given location.
A GEOGRAPHIC MODEL
The preceding set of maps built from parks and n a tu ra l  
resources layers, streets, sanitary sewers and planned centers o f 
future developm ent helped define the design of the geographic m odel. 
Planning professionals needed technical support grounded in the m o st 
objective assessm ent of the city. It was common knowledge th a t  
streets and utilities precede developm ent. For this reason, s tre e ts  
were p resen t in every map layer. The additional sanitary se w e r
layer, in contrast to previous layers, crosses over into d ev e lo p m e n t
potential and could be interchanged with the Development C rite ria
Layer. Upon reading the map set included in this m odel,
in terp reta tion  of m erged layers started with knowing streets a n d  
utilities were already in place, the potential for development w as 
much greater. If both streets and utilities were located in an a re a  
already zoned for parks and recreation developm ent in that v ic in ity , 
the location selected was even more likely to be developed. Even 
without incentives for developm ent, created by existing zoning, 
existing streets and utilities meant fewer problems for d ev e lo p m en t 
of the location, especially if it is proposed in the path of natural u rb a n  
growth. A combination of these interactive map layers was used as a
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reference for decision-making when dealing with developers. As p a r t
of the geographic model the interactive map layering te c h n iq u e
allowed decision makers to analyze the relationship betw een p a rk s , 
natural resources, and the planning criteria necessary to su p p o r t 
developm ent (Figure 4.7). Additionally, projection of d e s ira b le  
growth interactive with the planned developm ent layer th a t  
represents regional, metro, com munity and neighborhood co m m erc ia l 
developm ent centers as well as planned street upgrades adds y e t
another dimension to understanding the City's growth in a re a l
context (Figure 4.8). Balanced contiguous growth was the u n d e r ly in g  
concept, a m ulti-nodal projection in the model seem ed to be a b e t te r  
represen tation  of reality. Although there were several co m b in a tio n s  
of interactive map analyses available to the city planners with the u se  
of the geographic models, the layers presented in the m e th o d o lo g y  
and case study seemed to be the most applicable. Here we make one 
more step into projecting future scenarios based on land use th e o ry  
(Figure 2.5). As the distance increased from the city center an d  
population decreased, facilities spread out over the landscape an d  
distribution of facilities became more uniform. Planning polic ies 
included managed growth and was budgeted as key points of co n cern  
in the cost-effective planning for future development of the City.
The geographic model allowed the planner to shuffle through all 
these layers without losing sight of parks, natural resources an d  
sanitation available, not only for the sake of the environment, but also 
cultural ecology. Recreation facilities really do need to be along 
transporta tion  routes between commercial and re s id e n tia l 
developm ent. Parks need to be integrated into the City system , n o t
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isolated from the population they are supposed to serve. This 
interactive model forces private developm ent to allocate better land, 
more conducive to recreation  facilities and is above the floodplain. 
There was no objection to making good use of otherwise wasted public 
property. However, all too often the parks have land dedicated to  
them that was not functional for expensive developm ent of ac tive  
participation recreation  facilities. It was difficult for p r iv a te  
developm ent to see beyond the basic trails, pathways, sidewalks an d  
open spaces to include m eaningful play areas and sports facilities. 
However, planners arm ed with the park prescriptions laid out in th is  
model, have at their fingertips, in full color, the visual aids n ecessary  
to drive home the argum ent for a particular set of facilities in any  
location within the City's sphere of influence. It was this original se t 
of map overlays and interactive map layers developed on 
transparencies that in itiated  discussion of the Parks and R ecreation 
Facility Plan in terms of a Geographic M odel (Figure 4 .9 ). Of note a re  
facilities added to existing park properties that include ap p ro x im ate  
locations adequate for development, minimum and optimum park size 
recom m endations and the developm ent of a typical urban park ty p e  
confirmed by the model. The following geographic model is com plete 
with a corresponding index of facilities planned and projected as a 
result of this project.
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Figure 4.9 A Geographic Model of Parks and Recreation Facility
Planning  by author, 1992.
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1. playground - .5-2 acres - Central Park Mall
2. open space - 2 acres
3. Recreation Center with parking - 4 acres
4. Soccer Complex with parking, basketball - 11 acres
5. playground, openspace - 2 acres
6. basketball - .5 acres - James F. Lynch Park
7. ballfield with parking - 10 acres
8. ballfield with parking, basketball - 11 acres
9. playground with open space - 3 acres
10. open space - 2 acres
11. tennis, basketball, openspace - 2.5-5 acres - Fontenelle Park
12. basketball - .5-1 acres - Miller Park
13. playground with open space - 3 acres
14. basketball, soccer, playground with open space, picnic area -16 acres - add
to 28th and Craig Park
15. playground with open space - 3 acres - add to Florence Park or Community 
C enter
16. basketball - .5-1 acres - Myott Park or Cottonwood Heights Park
17. basketball, playground with open space - 1.5 - 3 acres - Orchard Park
18. open space - 1 acre - Benson Park
19. basketball with open space - 3 acres
20. playground with open space - 3 acres
21. Tennis Complex, playground with open space - 6 acres - Benson Community
C enter
22. basketball with open space - 3 acres
23. playground with open space - 3 acres
24. open space - 1 acre - Roberts Park or Hillside Little League
25. playground with open space - 3 acres
26. basketball - .5-1 acres - in or near Memorial Park or north side of Elmwood 
P ark
27. Soccer Complex -10 acres - add to Elmwood or near Lexington Street
28. playground with picnic areas and open space - 3 acres
29. basketball, tennis, playground with picnic area and open space - 6 acres
30. playground with picnic area and open space, Golf - 9 hole, 25-35 acres
31. open space - 2 acres
32. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
33. playground, basketball - 1.5-3 acres - Pulaski Park
34. playground, basketball with picnic area and open space -5 acres
35. basketball - .5-1 acres - South Omaha Industrial Park
36. Golf- 18/9 hole, open space - 31-60 acres
37. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
38. playground - 1 acre - Karen Park
39. basketball, soccer - 6 acres
40. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
41. open space - 1 acre
42. Swimming Pool - 5 acres
43. basketball, playground - 1.5-2 acres - Regency Park
44. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
45. basketball with open space - 1 acre
46. basketball - .5-1 acres - Maple Village Park or Warren Swiggart Golf Course
47. basketball, playground with picnic area and open space - 5 acres
48. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
49. basketball, playground with picnic area and open space - 5 acres
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50. 2 playgrounds (east/west sides) with picnic area and open space,
basketball, soccer, Recreation Center, Tennis Complex - 16 acres
51. playground with picnic area, tennis, Recreation Center - 6 acres
52. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres - add to Escalante
H ills
53. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres - west end of Knolls
Golf Course
54. playground with picnic area and open space, Recreation Center with
accessible parking - 8 acres
55. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres - add to Brookside
Park
56. basketball, playground with picnic area and open space - 5 acres
57. open space - 1 acre - Mockingbird West Community Center
58. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 3-5 acres - west
of Harper Valley Park
59. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
60. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
61. basketball, Tennis Complex, soccer - 9 acres
62. basketball - .5-1 acres - add to south end of Timber Creek
63. basketball with open space - 1-2 acres
64. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, soccer, Tennis
Complex - 20 acres
65. 2 playgrounds with picnic areas and open space (east/west sides),
basketball, Recreation Center - 20 acres
66. basketball, open space - 1.5 -3 acres
67. playground with picnic area and open space -2-3 acres - add to Trendwood
Park
68. basketball - .5-1 acres - West Fairacres Park
69. basketball with open space - 1.5-3 acres - west side of Boy’s Town
70. ballfield - 10 acres
71. playground with picnic area and open space - 2-3 acres - southeast side of
Willow Wood Park
72. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
73. playground - 1 acre - southeast section of Tranquility Park
74. basketball - .5 acres - near Fort Street in Tranquility Park
75. Basketball - .5-1 acre- northwest section of Tranquility Park
76. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
77. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, ballfield - 14
acres
78. playground with shelter(s), picnic area and open space, basketball, Youth
Ballfield Complex, accessible parking - 25 acres
79. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres - 6 acres southeast
with other facilities planned
80. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
81. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
82. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
83. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
84. playground with shelter(s), picnic area, open space, basketball, tennis,
accessible parking - 14 acres
85. playground with picnic area and open space, soccer - 0 acres
86. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, tennis,
Recreation Center - 10 acres
87. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
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88. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
89. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, Tennis Complex -
9 acres
90. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
91. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, ballfield - 14 acre
92. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, Youth Ballfield
Complex - 28 acres
93. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
94. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
95. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, soccer,
Recreation Center with accessible parking - 14 acres - northside of Boy’s 
Town
96. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres - west
side of Boy’s Town
97. basketball with open space - 3 acres
98. basketball, Tennis Complex - 5 acres - Zorinsky Lake
99. basketball - .5 acres - Walnut Grove Park
100. playground with picnic area and open space, ballfield - 12 acres
101. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
102. 2 playgrounds with picnic area and open space, basketball, soccer,
Swimming Pool with accessible parking - 14 acres
103. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, tennis,
Recreation Center with accessible parking - 9 acres
104. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
105. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, Swimming Pool
with accessible parking - 9 acres
106. playground with picnic area, basketball - 3 acres Harvey Oaks Park
107. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
108. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
109. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
110. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
111. playground with picnic area and open space - 3 acres
112. basketball, open space, tennis - 5 acres add to Seven Pines’ 6 acres
113. playground with picnic area and open space - 4 acres - add to Huntington
Park
114. basketball, open space - 4 acres
115. soccer, Recreation Center with accessible parking, Youth Ballfield
Complex, Swimming Pool - 30 acres - add to Northwest Park
116. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
117. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
118. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, tennis, soccer,
ballfield, Swimming Pool with accessible parking - 24 acres
119. playground with picnic area and open space, tennis - 5 acres
120. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
121. playground with picnic area and open space, Recreation Center with
accessible parking, ballfield - 14 acres
122. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, Tennis Complex -
8 acres - northside o f intersection
123. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
124. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, tennis, soccer - 10
acres
125. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
126. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
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127. playground with shelter(s), picnic area and open space, bask etb all,
tennis, Recreation Center with accessible parking, soccer, ballfield - 32
a cres
128. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
129. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, Tennis Complex -
8 acres
130. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
131. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
132. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
133. playground with picnic area and open space -■ 3 acres
134. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, tennis - 7 acres
135. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
136. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
137. basketball, golf 18/9 hole - :30-60I acres
138. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
139. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
140. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
141. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, Tennis Complex -
8 acres
142 playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
143. tennis 1 acre - Zorin sky Lake
144. playground with picnic area and open space, Recreation Center with
accesssible parking - 7 acres
145. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
146. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
147. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
148. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
149. playground on southside , basketball, soccer, Adult Ballfield Complex, Golf
18/9 hole - 55-90 acres - Ridges Park
150. playground on southeasl: side of intersection with picnic area and open
space, basketball - 5 acres
151. playground with picnic area and open space,, basketball, Recreation Center
with accessible parking, ballfield - 16 acres
152. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
153. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
154. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, Recreation Center
with accessible parking - 9 acres
155. playground with picnic area and open space, ballfield -12 acres
156. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
157. playground with picnic area and open space, basketball - 5 acres
158. playground with picnic area and open space, Recreation Center with
accessible parking - 8 acres
159. playground with picnic area and open space, Swimming Pool with
accessible parking - 8 acres
Once the significance of the project was realized, the resulting p a rk  
prescriptions were integrated into the City Master Plan and is now an  
equally important element of the City Master Plan (Silkworth 1999).
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Functional parks and recreation facilities provide o p p o rtu n itie s  
for quality leisure experiences that enhance the lives of people. 
Planning parks and recreation places is an increasingly d em an d in g  
responsibility (www.planners’ web.com). S tandards for pub lic  
facilities include federal funding criteria requiring more explicit 
planning methods (NPS 1998). Generating funding for public p a rk s  
and recreation development is also becoming an increasingly com plex 
task for cities in the United States (Wicks 1993). Federal s ta n d a rd s  
lead state and local safety standards on parks and recreation facilities 
by about ten years (Smith 1974: Platt 1991; USDI 1993; R ich wine 
1999). In the past, standards were followed as a set of guidelines o r 
recom mendations. Recently, funding constraints enforced re g u la tio n s  
that reinforced optimal new facility developm ent. However, th e  
“commons” shared in densely populated areas of the city stru g g le  
with funding to manage and m aintain effective parks and re c re a tio n  
facilities (USDI 1999).
Parks are places for people to play. Play seems to be co n s id e red  
an economic responsibility, rather than a benefit in city b udgeting . 
Recreation is an expense, a liability, and a responsibility  to the tax  
paying public. Even in the more progressive parks and re c re a tio n  
systems, land has been haphazardly donated, dedicated, set aside, 
developed and/or eventually m aintained as “som eones” park o r 
recreation facility. This is due to the norm al shortage of funding an d  
the lack of a coordinated in te r-departm en ta l strategy to k e e p  
planners informed and prepared for developm ent. W ithout fu n d in g  
from outside sources, be it a generous wealthy citizen or federal g ran t, 
the people using the facilities must pay for them with tax dollars o r
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user fees.
Cities frequently  m aintain parks strictly on the basis of critical 
need. Typically, when the situation becomes a safety hazard, fund ing  
is found on an em ergency basis to correct the problem. All too o ften  
needs arise faster than funding permits the most appropriate m e th o d  
of correction. Political expediency often leads to appropriations fo r 
building a new park in another location rather than renovating a 
deteriorating park in a heavily used area. In many cases, te m p o ra ry  
solutions mean the rem oval, not the replacem ent of ex p en siv e  
recreation equipm ent, especially in well used parks and rec re a tio n  
facilities of low er income areas. Commonly, parks and rec rea tio n  
systems are operating at a deficit in maintenance. Ultimately, th e  
elim ination of certain facilities results in a list of undesirable p a rk  
uses. Complete renovation of the park, then, becomes necessary in  
order to encourage the intended recreative uses of the public p a rk . 
Renovation of this kind should be done about every twenty years o r  
sooner, especially in light of recent upgrades in standards and p assag e  
of equal access laws. However, renovations such as this seem to b e  
occurring closer to th irty-five years after they were built w ith  
m aintenance occurring in emergency situation and to prevent obvious 
safety hazards. Why? Public spaces remain at the bottom of the lis t 
of critical needs and priorities in city adm inistration. O pportun ities 
for trad itional recreation experiences should increase proportional to 
growing urban populations. However, statistical and technical su p p o rt 
necessary to docum ent and justify  collective action normally follow s 
operations. D epartm ental operations generally continue at status quo  
for years until funding is finally received to do major renovations in
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older and often highly populated communities in the greater city.
There is good reason for cities to become more concerned a b o u t 
providing quality services equitably throughout all sections of th e  
city. Some state and all federal grant programs require a co n s id e rab le  
amount of planning with specific instructions as to how the m on ies 
are to be used prior to allocation. Better plans and greater need a re  
basic to the establishment of funding. There are no specific u n iv e rsa l 
standards, to determine population needs. Population d en s itie s , 
population characteristics and public preferences u ltim ately  set th e  
pace by which parks and recreation facility developm ent an d  
maintenance is kept.
Urban parks are for people! They cannot be excluded from th e
process of developing the places they play, especially when they a re
active on the landscape. Recreation facilities are norm ally d es ig n ed
for particular types of active and passive uses. Some facilities a re  
designed for a certain purpose, attracting a specific type o f
recreationist. When dealing with personal p reference, one can g e t 
into all kinds of intangible questions that arise as to what p eo p le  
"might want or probably would do" if the opportunity  was o ffered . 
This is best left to planning operations. Recognize the sites an d  
situations in Omaha's present form and using all available in fo rm a tio n  
to tailor a plan that satisfies the majority is the objective. However, i t  
is supposed to be designed to meet the needs and wants of the p eo p le  
of the area. A once progressive parks and recreation  facility can  
become a public liability because yesterday’s plan does not work in  
today's complex parks and recreation environm ent.
For this reason, a master plan for parks and recreation facilities
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should be flexible. Plans are ideal for projecting into the future, using  
what is known about the system up to that point. Still, they a re  
formal constructs based on the past. In reality, population wants an d  
needs change and the parks they play in should reflect this change. 
U nfortunately, federal funding for parks and recreation facility  
developm ent is dim inishing. At the same time, standards a re
becoming legally binding requirem ents for city parks and rec rea tio n  
facilities. More explicit planning proposals must be done b efo re
funding is allocated for developm ent. This model can help p lan n ers  
resolve this problem  by making the method of establishing parks an d  
recreation facility needs more effective and efficient. It is a 
consistent m ethodology reproducible and usable in a collective
decision making environm ent of city planning professionals a n d
public adm inistration.
Establishing an assessm ent process for targeting parks an d  
recreation facilities should consider an entire population equ itab ly , 
over an extended period of time, with contiguous methods of ana lysis 
in order to benefit real life situations. If the same analysis p rocess 
could be consistently  updated and reassessed with the same basic 
criteria as provided in the model and building from the model, th e  
process should be even more efficient, consuming less time to  
com plete projects. Consistency can be m aintained and objectivity is
not lost in a series of arb itrary  decisions made in the beginnings of a 
new planning idea.
Some subjective decisions were still necessary in designing th e
model especially in the division of space. However, the p rocess 
remained as consistent as the natural environm ent. In the thesis, th e
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division of space was held to a politically neutral m easurem ent o f 
parks and recreation facilities spatial distribution w ithin an e n tire  
system. An apolitical position within planning parks and re c re a tio n  
facilities equates to an equidistant relationship from  one facility to  
another with consideration given to physical barriers, public n ee d s  
and the most effective plan.
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Chapter V 
SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS
A synthesis of inform ation concerning Omaha’s park and  
recreation facilities over tim e provided a more co m p reh en siv e  
approach than park p lanners in Omaha had perform ed in the past. 
This project involved a com puter assisted planning process that u sed  
population statistics to identify  locations and regions in need of 
attention. Needs of older areas of the city can be addressed in a 
timely fashion, ju st as new areas of developm ent are recognized. 
Creating this example should help in exposing the need fo r 
development and m aintenance of certain park and recreation facilities 
and services. Keeping parks and recreation facilities with n a tu ra l 
resources on the m aster planning model for the City p lann ing  
professionals should also resu lt in better recreation benefits for th e  
people of the city, which is also politically desirable.
FEASIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS
For a city park and recreation system, determining feasibility can 
be a simple matter of knowing the site and situation of the city at th e  
time the recreation facility and its programs are first organized. In  
normal situations, w ell-executed  planning produces desirable resu lts. 
This notion is based on the prem ise that everything essential to th e  
success of the facility and its program s has been considered befo re  
developm ent. However, the threshold of feasibility is different fo r 
every public recreation activity and facility location offered by th e
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city system. The changing dynamics of municipal park and re c re a tio n  
facility use requires an equally dynamic solution to the problem  o f 
predicting locations suitable for recreation developm ent th ro u g h o u t 
the city. Parks and recreation research publications imply that a n  
environm entally  balanced park and recreation system can p ro v id e  
optimal planned recreation opportunities. Similarly, the more b as ic  
the recreation program, the easier it is for the program  to m a in ta in  
itself. This is based on the idea that an environm entally  b a la n c e d  
system is more self-sufficient. A w ell-planned recreation fac ility  
operates with fewer liabilities to the m unicipality because u se  
balances with adequate maintenance. The Omaha Parks a n d
Recreation Facility Plan is designed with this in mind.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Often Cities grow in spurts of rapid developm ent b e fo re  
environm ental technicians are brought into the situation to a s s is t  
urban professionals who need to address critical situations first. T he
problem s basic to all cities cannot be dismissed, especially since th e  
city has been an im portant topic of academic and applied re se a rc h . 
Since Burgess’ concentric zone model and Christaller’s central p lace  
theory, modeling the environment has developed into one of the m o s t
im portant and far reaching contributions of technology in th is
century. Now there is a need for geographic information system s, GIS, 
in planning parks and recreation facilities; a basic premise upon w h ich  
this paper rests.
In order to establish need, government documents must be f iled  
com plete with plans predicting logical scenarios; some projecting in to
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the future. Inform ation based on what was currently known, p lu s
trends and negotiable boundaries within the city a d m in is tra tiv e  
process are crucial in park planning procedure today. U rban  
representatives are also in terp reting  “in practice learning” more in  
watching how plans evolve throughout the city.
Cities are evolving faster than public city systems can keep u p  
with and control growth. In the case of Omaha, the city is g row ing  
faster to the south and west. M ost gravity models show direction of 
urban growth with model building and theory app lica tions 
(Engelbrecht 1986). Engelbrecht tested the Adams model w ith
statistical inform ation accurate enough to label growth either as 
"concentric or axial" (Engelbrecht 1986). This allows for a s se ssm e n t 
from description of true socio-econom ic patterns of Omaha. 
Engelbrecht’s dissertation represents an application of theory to s tu d y  
the significance of topography, transportation and economic cond itions 
that affect urban morphology in Omaha (Engelbrecht 1986). His
research results, not only dem onstrates Omaha's unique sp a tia l 
patterns of residential growth, but also the need for geograph ic  
applications in understanding the com plexities of the urban landscape.
Just like every other city, Omaha needs to keep its city c e n te r  
stable, creating incentives for more inner city development. Omaha is 
more broadly understood when it is sim plified to elements every city  
needs to consider. Omaha has its ups and downs, trying to keep th e  
city center stable, creating incentives for more inner city
development, preventing decentralization , dealing with federal cu t 
backs, taming the Missouri River and in sharing shifting b o u n d a rie s  
with Iowa.
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MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS
Generally, maintenance continues to be the greatest problem  w ith  
park and recreation facilities. The reason for this is that life tim e  
m aintenance costs are often om itted from planning and d e v e lo p m e n t 
cost projection considerations. Though low use can be a problem  too, 
overcrow ded or overused facilities seldom provide optimal le isu re  
experiences. Federal grant applications do not require a life tim e
m aintenance plan, cities are expected to have the money to m a in ta in
the facilities once they are built. Observation of city facilities in th e  
United States suggest this is difficult for cities to do. Cities do n o t 
continually maintain all their parks and recreation facilities at o p tim a l 
levels. City governm ents of size are attempting to provide re c re a tio n  
experiences that consider long-term  environm ental quality o f
facilities and recreation benefits. However, the problem is in this ra c e
to catch up with population growth a lot of retro-fitting occurs a n d  
om issions are made. Overlooking ongoing facility m aintenance a n d  
potential recreation facility developm ent can be justified  by th e  
adm inistration . Location is most important and fundam ental in th e  
entire planning and development process. Public support seems to b e 
a close second and needs to continue after the construction of th e  
facility. However, after a facility is developed, m aintenance o f te n  
becom es the sole responsibility of the Parks and R ecrea tion  
D epartm ent. W ithout public participation in the departm ent a n d  
recreation  activities, typically, recreation facilities cannot b e  
m aintained adequately. Open space, greenways, trails, paths a n d  
sidewalks are all transportation  systems that need to in c o rp o ra te
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parks and recreation facilities managed by the city.
The infrastructure of the city often consum es the greatest sh a re  
of the city budget, the needs of such basics as police and f ire  
departm ents undoubtedly are considered before the most critical 
needs of the park and recreation departm ent and has resulted in a 
history of limited funds for recreation  program s and p a rk  
maintenance. Experience dictates a strong recom m endation for th e  
inclusion of m aintenance costs for optim al recreation experiences fo r  
the life of the facility.
As stated above, provisions for m aintenance over time are n o t 
always required in the federal funding grant applications. C onstan t 
upgrading of park and recreation facilities to keep pace with n ew  
safety standards m andates the creation of an objective, accurate a n d  4 
effective method of analysis. Though it is no substitute for a fe d e ra l 
facility maintenance program, a logical m ethod of p in p o in tin g  
weaknesses within the city’s park and recreation system could help to  
minimize the gap between initial developm ent and long te rm  
maintenance. Like many other cities, Omaha needs to maximize its  
initial developments to conserve on m aintenance costs.
POLITICAL CONCERNS
The closer the plan fits reality, the closer development will com e 
to adequately serving the taxpaying public. It is conceivable that th e  
use of geographic methods provides a solution to this problem  w h ile  
maintaining a neutral political perspective concerning the division of 
public space. For the division of space is always a political issue in an  
urban setting. During the year spent developing the planning m odel
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for Om aha’s parks and recreation system, planners often re p e a te d , 
“anytime space is divided, it becomes a political issue”. C onsequently , 
population ratios were studied spatially and decisions were based on 
practical standards set by the planning professionals to avoid as m u ch  
political discrim ination as possible.
The federal provision of funding for various re c rea tio n a l 
facilities is tied to the dem ographics of the city. Federal and s ta te  
grants are allocated based on need. The city’s ability to establish a 
strong justification  for developm ent of certain kinds of park an d  
recreation  facilities is im perative. Still, the criteria for establishing a 
sphere of influence for each park and recreation facility a re  
in terp retive . In terp re ta tion  of the guidelines provided for c ities 
becom es the responsibility  of city planning personnel. U sually, 
population densities are the foundation for the planning p rocess, 
however, methods of using this information are variable.
A dditionally, a variety of methods were used to d e te rm in e  
needs. An academically formalized spatial allocation model has n e v e r  
been devised to standardize this process. Only recently h as  
consideration  extended beyond the ratio of population to park an d  
recreation facilities to include development in terms of e n v iro n m e n ta l 
im pact on the area. Though much time is spent planning an d  
preparing proposals for park and recreation development to meet th e  
more stringent criteria, there are fewer and fewer grants for u rb a n  
recreation  developm ent (Safety Standards Seminar, City of O m aha 
1992). Even so, only the best proposals illustrating the greatest n e e d  
get funding.
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NEEDS AS DETERMINED BY USE
Much of the problem with m aintaining recreation fac ilities  
seemed to be centered around the unpred ic tab ility  of p u b lic  
participation. Part of the planning process involves forecasting an d  
anticipating participation levels. This is easier said than done. For 
example, with playgrounds, one could deduce from a service area of 
five hundred children between the ages of two and eleven years old, 
if only ten percent of them visited the park at the same time, th e n , 
fifty children would be using the playground! But what if th i r ty  
percent used the playground everyday? That’s a lot of ch ild ren ! 
Without public participation, especially in the initial phases of a p a rk  
and recreation departm ent’s planning process, municipal funds a re  
easily spent elsewhere and facilities suffer (Silkworth 1992). I n  
1990, playgrounds in Omaha were as much as th irty -five years out o f 
date. Today, Omaha is keeping pace with the national averages of 
only ten years behind current playground standards (S ilk w o rth  
1992). This is why it was so im portant to use mapping te c h n iq u e s  
that allowed people to visualize the parks and recreation facilities an d  
properties as a system within the system. As people recognized th e  
spatial relationships between parks and recreation  facilities and o th e r  
parts of the infrastructure, parks could no longer be overlooked.
Traditionally, the needs of police and fire departm ents take f irs t  
priority. Then, streets and water systems are addressed, often b e fo re  
even the most critical needs of the park and recreation d e p a r tm e n t. 
Many times facilities that presented a safety issue were s im p ly  
removed because the recreation department did not have the fu n d in g  
to replace, fix or upgrade the facility to meet new s ta n d a rd s
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(Christiansen 1999). Some recreation professionals would argue th a t  
the parks and recreation department is the last one to get funding an d  
the least likely to get attention from the city adm inistration (NRPA 
Conference 1997). W ith active public participation, in te r ­
departm ental cooperation and the parks and recreation facility p lan  
based on a geographic model, Omaha has been more successful in  
acquiring funding for new facilities and parks during the 1990s 
(Silkworth 1999).
When adding the dim ension of time to these ideas we can  
project the future needs based on spatial information. In fa s te r  
growing areas of a city, census data are always behind a few years , 
but growth factors can be calculated based on the original s ta tistics 
with a fair am ount of confidence in the numbers. The dimension o f 
time is an im portant factor in planning. Timing is everything w h en  
wanting feedback from  the participating public and their families! I n  
order to get the feedback needed in the initial phases of planning a 
park or facility, p lanners need to be creative. Volunteers are scarce 
these days. It is difficult for urbanites to break routines b e tw een  
work and home to do surveys and be involved in the ad m in is tra tiv e  
process of planning parks. Volunteers from social, civic and ev e n  
recreation organizations invest a great deal of time and money in local 
facilities. However, the skilled volunteers are hard to find. They h av e  
to be cultivated, public notices need to state a purpose, agenda and  
limits that inform  volunteers. Urbanites want to know exactly w h a t 
will be expected of them as a volunteer. Then, to keep them invo lved  
in the planning process, volunteers have to feel like they a re  
accomplishing som ething vital with their time. The same is true fo r
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recreationists, they don't want their leisure time com plicated b y  
facility problems or deficiencies (RER 1999). Recreators are willing to  
pay reasonable fees for special opportunities and even tra d it io n a l 
ones, if  the facilities are well m aintained and program m ing se rv ices  
are adequate. The logical answer is undeniably the addition of u s e r  
fees and charges to cover facility costs (Foster 1999; RER 1999).
If all the people of the city were happy with looking at th e  
Nebraska sunrise or sunset, or feeling the wind in their hair w h ile  
sitting on a park bench, maintaining parks would be simple. W hile  
the allure of the landscape continues to compel recreation ists to  
participate in outdoor recreation activities, desirability of the location  
plays an im portant role in participation (Kaplan 1998). T re n d s  
suggest that people want to participate in a w ider variety  o f 
recreation activities as part of their routine. Parks and re c re a tio n  
sites between work and home, connected with adequate s id ew alk s , 
trails and bikeways seems to be the future of urban tra n s p o r ta t io n  
(McMahon 1997). Accessible facilities with innovative designs th a t  
meet the challenges of the disabled challenging the individual a t  
many levels of participation (Hultsman 1998).
CONCLUSIONS
In order for the City to use the model continuously, an ongoing 
inventory needs to be kept by the Planning Department. Preferably, a 
com puter assisted model should be available to p la n n in g  
professionals. This thesis provides the framework for an in te ra c tiv e  
geographic inform ation system that can be used betw een cen su s  
years. The interactive format offers planning professionals a ho listic
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perspective, but also a detailed inventory. Application of theory to  
the real City justifies professional decisions such as the g radual 
spreading of parks and recreation  facilities as one travels from th e  
City. Demographics dem and more attention be given to inner city  
locations as well as residen tia l corridors and rapidly developing a reas  
alike. Planning professionals using the system of layering geographic 
inform ation will be better inform ed decision makers which will 
ultim ately mean better planning.
The dynam ics of cities are studied across the curriculum. The 
city is a place where people and nature overlap, interact, change, 
evolve, differently, together. Land use and environm ental im pact 
studies, ranging from theory to applied research offer case studies as 
examples. However, the technology and spatial information which can 
resolve concerns of a city planning parks and recreation facilities 
equitably, is lim ited. As people use new technology to make b e t te r  
plans or models, m ethods of inventory, prescription and assessm en t 
are revealed (Laurini 1992).
At its conception, this project was ahead of technology in m any  
ways. There were no models of Omaha’s parks and recreation system . 
Inventories were incom plete. Public property assessments w ere  
inconsistent. Nothing existed that tied the parks system together fo r 
planning. In tegration with other City systems in terms of p lanning  
were very limited. The park planner didn’t even have a “good m ap ” 
of all the city parks and recreation facilities (Silkworth 1992, 1999). 
This is where we started.
City planners were being forced to develop strategies fo r 
forecasting public need in an equitable manner long before th e
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technology existed to effectively address parks and recreation  fac ility  
issues. The geographic approach used to develop the public park a n d  
recreation facility planning model proved to be useful to p la n n in g  
professionals in Omaha, Nebraska. The model provided th e  
documentation needed to target critical needs, recognize service a re a s  
as well as establish parks and recreation facility planning as an  
element of the City’s M aster Plan (1992, 1999). While the p o p u la tio n  
and spatial statistics are constantly changing, the geography re m a in s  
constant. Once unserved, underserved and adequately served a re a s  
were identified, population statistics allowed us to set ideal th re sh o ld s  
and target locations for development. Spatial rela tionships move a 
little as facilities are developed, but the model is e s se n tia lly  
unchanged since 1992 (Silkworth 1999). The model has b e e n  
referred to repeatedly to verify specific needs in a particu lar location, 
to secure land acquisitions and meet minimum coverage criteria s e t  
by the City during the course of this project (Silkworth, Klein 1999). 
For this reason, park planning personnel are able to request land fo r 
parks and recreation facilities and preserve open space m o re  
effectively (Silkworth 1999). Twenty-three new parks and re c re a tio n  
facilities and two m ajor park renovations have resulted during th e  
1990s. Hopefully, parks are being considered as one way to re v ita liz e  
communities within the inner city as well.
Understanding the planning process was essential to th e  
creation of a model for Omaha that would w ithstand the test of tim e. 
The niche for this thesis is as that it applies theory to reality. It u se s  
governmental guidelines and a city’s own standards to create a m o d e l 
that served the purpose of application. In terpreting  the criteria fo r
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planning the developm ent of public parks and recreation facilities is 
so specific that the spatial rela tionsh ips discussed in theory are v e ry  
different from the obstacles found in real space. This problem is 
addressed in the m ethodology which “recognizes central place th e o ry  
as a description of spatial behavior, suggesting reasons for d if fe re n t 
functions, sizes, num bers and spacing of places” (Morrill 1974). I t  
was the application of geographic theory, spatial analysis an d  
mapping techniques that resulted  in a paradigm  the City could rea lly  
use.
In collective decision m aking situations such as that of public  
planning committees and private m eetings among g o v e rn m en t 
officials, no one person was actually held responsible for the outcom e
t-
of the project. In this case, one might inject that we can pin-point th e  
first hint of the "tragedy of the commons" (Harden, 1968). 
Observation of parks in general, bring to mind the thought that m an y  
public resources are neglected, polluted and destroyed by people w ith  
a “throw away m entality” .
FURTHER RESEARCH
This study not only provides an accurate inventory of Omaha’s 
park system for future reference, but is expected to be used as th e  
framework for the general course of park planning in Omaha for th e  
next twenty or thirty years. The com puter assisted planning m odel 
can evolve with the city. If this procedure is repeated with the n ex t 
census year, the results from  each study can be com pared one to th e  
other, revealing much more over time, than in a singular study.
Omaha’s decision makers seemed to have used the results of th is
11 7
study repeatedly  as a basis for new plans. Perhaps other c ity  
rep resen tatives will see the benefit of a similar analysis for th e i r  
cities? Omaha may be ready for follow up research to fine tune th is  
model after the next census year. The use of the model by c ity  
governm ent officials seems to have enhanced their position in th e  
planning process as well as improved general knowledge of the c ity ’s 
geography. An accurate model closely represents reality. The p a r k  
prescrip tions provided in the model should be an asset to th e  
adm inistrative process because they are based in reality. S uccessfu l 
applications of the model and interpretations of spatial in fo rm a tio n  
required an understanding of the geographic concepts and m ethods as  
well as an appreciation for the planning process. P lan n in g  
professionals in Omaha seemed to be pleased with the model (1 9 9 2 , 
1999). It was interesting to see how many different ways p la n n in g  
professionals have used the spatial information provided in th e  
geographic model.
i y  - L  T  !X ta w *  IftS
Figure 5.1 The Concept o f Flow  by the author, 1992.
The best case scenario resulting from the use of the model in a 
planning setting is the grasp of the idea of "flow" of activity over th e  
urban landscape illustrated in Figure 5.1. This is one example ta k e n  
from  many discussions on the concept, whereby recreation fa c ilitie s
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are in parks with trails and pedestrian walkways designed to en h a n ce  
environm ental perception with various types of scenic views. T he 
idea is in keeping with the linear park concept em braced by O m aha’s 
planning professionals throughout history. Trails, sidewalks a n d  
streets establish connectivity betw een parks, residential areas a n d  
commercial centers. This concept em phasizes the need to develop th e  
various types of transporta tion  collectively for the sake of 
connectivity and movement with respect to the urban location.
It is the opinion of this author that linear parks offer h u m a n
powered mobility. Open space, green ways, walkways, s idew alks, 
trails, all extend the historic ideal of city beautification. If th e
geography is scenic and the location benefits from se co n d a ry  
connectivity, boulevards will serve their appropriate place in sp ace  
over time. Just as the original designers intended, boulevards, sh o u ld  
not offer a more direct route, but a more scenic one. Surely, the C ity’s 
representatives will keep the ideal boulevard concept intact to  
preserve and develop Omaha’s historical beautification efforts. T he
planning literature encourages this appreciation of the n a tu ra l  
environm ent and is in keeping with contem porary re c re a tio n
philosophy.
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APPENDICES
1.1 - Service Radii M apping R esults - O pen Space by author, 1992.
1.2 - S e rv ice  R ad ii M apping R esults - B asketball by author, 1992.
1 2 2
1.3 - Service Radii M apping R esults - Tennis by au tho r, 1992.
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1 4  - Service R ad ii M app ing  R esults - Tennis C om plexes by author, 1992.
124
1.5 - Service R adii M apping Results - Soccer by author, 1992.
125
1.6 - Service Radii M apping  R esu lts - Soccer C om plexes by author, 1992.
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1.7 - Service Radii Mapping Results - Recreation Centers by author, 1992.
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1.8 - Service Radii Mapping Results - Youth Ballfield Complexes by
author, 1992.
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1.9 - Service Radii Mapping Results - Adult Ballfield Complexes by
author, 1992.
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1.10 - Service Radii M apping R esults - S w im m ing  P ools by author, 1992.
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1.11 - Service Radii Mapping Results - 9 Hole Public Golf Courses by
author, 1992. (Public Only)
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1.12 - Service Radii Mapping Results - 18 Hole Public Golf Courses by
author, 1992. (Public Only)
132
1.13 - Service Radii Mapping Results - Soccer League Complexes by
author, 1992. (Public and Private)
133
1.14 - Service Radii Mapping Results - Youth Ballfield Complexes b v
author, 1992. (Public and P rivate)
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1.15 - Service R adii M app ing  R esu lts - A dult B allfield  C om plexes by
author, 1992. (P ub lic  and P riva te )
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2.1-5 - An Example of Population to Facility Ratios - P laygrounds b y  
author, 1992.
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2.2 - Playgrounds continued.
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2.3 - Playgrounds continued.
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2.4 - Playgrounds continued.
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3.1 - INVENTORY - An Example of Park L ists - updated by author, 1992.
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3.2 - INVENTORY - Park Lists continued.
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3.3 - INVENTORY - Park Lists continued.
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3.4 - INVENTORY - Park Lists continued.
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3.5 - INVENTORY - Park Lists continued.
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4.1 - INVENTORY - Site Analysis by author, 1991-92.
Each of the regional parks of Omaha have at least 250 acres 
designated for camping, boating, fishing and ballfield use. These 
parks are generally well m ain tained  with minimal signs of abuse or 
over use. They provide exam ples of successful park p lanning,
management and preservation for the future. However, Standing Bear 
Lake has a potential env ironm ental problem. The lake ca tch m en t
area includes private property  which is apparently being offered for 
residential developm ent. The private property upslope and ad jacen t 
to the lake on the w estern side was illegally used as a trash dump in
spite of the proverbial “No Dum ping” signs posted on the land.
The metropolitan parks o f Omaha are 100 to 249 acres in size an d  
include sports fields, 18-hole golf courses and other athletic facilities. 
About 16 district parks have been established in Omaha. They a re
25.1 to 99 acres and feature playgrounds, tennis, and 9-hole golf 
courses. Another 15 or more com m unity parks provide sw im m ing, 
tennis, playgrounds, and picnic areas and average in size from 14.1 to  
25 acres. These parks seem  to be older, they are located in m ore 
densely populated areas, betw een residential and commercial land  
uses and show the m ost frequent use on a day to day basis. 
Considering the num ber of people in these park service designed fo r 
activity, only minor environm ental problems were observed. Erosion 
of pedestrian pathways and rutted out automobile parking area w ere  
evident in these parks. Litter, dumping and vandalism  were m in o r 
given the amount of use observed.
Hummel Park is one of the oldest and most heavily used of th e  
larger parks. The shelters had been vandalized, especially by a gang 
of less environm entally  concerned recreators who sign their g raffiti 
art as the Scribblers.  The steps and walls of structures were old and  
deteriorating. Road cuts and pathw ays are experiencing soil erosion. 
One of the back entrances to the park on the northw est side of th e  
park was an undesignated dirt (mud during wet periods) track  
obviously heavily used by 4-w heel drive trucks typically considered  
an undesirable use of park property. The entrance on the south side 
is an old, paved, pot-hole road, aesthetically  undesirable due to litter. 
At the highest point in Hummel Park (an inspiring view) was litte red  
with bits of glass, strewn from  the parking lot to the edge of the s teep  
bluff less than 50 feet from  the playground. This situation p re se n te d  
itself as a problem concerning the safety of children using th e  
playground. While being cut by glass would be an u n fo rtu n a te  
mishap, falling from the b luff could be fatal. There was no lookout
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designed for safety and taking advantage of the scenic view. On th e  
weekday afternoon that this park was surveyed, most users w e re  
adults who rem ained in their cars in the parking lots. This n a tu ra l  
scenic value of the park was really quite beautiful. P e rh a p s  
historically the location at the northern edge of town was more a c tiv e  
or protected. Today, the location seems more isolated and in access ib le  
than some of the other parks. This could be contributing to the h ig h e r  
incidence of abuse and low maintenance.
The most overwhelm ing environmental problem  was noted a t 
Levi Carter Park. Problems seem to emanate from the industrial a r e a  
on the south and west sides of the park property. In close p ro x im ity  
to the south was a large toxic chemical storage area. The re s id e n tia l  
area to the north of the park was also in unsightly condition. T h is 
should be a concern given its location. Appearance was not a s
repelling as the air which often filled with the pungent smell o f  
chemicals when the location was surveyed. This in itself would se e m  
to be a deterrent to desirable recreative uses and ex p e rien ces , 
especially during certain climatic conditions. Carter Lake has a n ice  
access point and people were fishing with little evidence of c o n c e rn  
about the potential chemical contamination of the water and air. 
Otherwise, the location has much potential for activity. W hether i t  
Levi Carter Park was desirable or not was considered part of a g r e a te r  
a social issue.
Evidence of recycled pavem ent in the park parking lots was a n  
interesting resource use. M aintenance activities were underw ay w ith  
crews working on a variety of projects from mowing to construction to  
lining ballfields. It would be expected that these parks r e q u ir e  
aggressive m aintenance and rehabilitation program s given th e  
amount of use in the inner city. Still, it was indicated that these p a rk s  
are well below their capacity for desirable usage.
Crime and vandalism  were the greatest adm inistrative co n ce rn s  
in the inner city parks (Silkworth 1991). This is especially true in  
parks like Fontenelle which suffered from neglect over the last 2 0 -3  0 
years (Silkworth 1991). Police cars were everyw here in the area. I n  
view of the reputation for high crime in this area of the city, po lice  
patrol seemed adequate. However, the reputation for crime and h ig h  
visibility of officers, didn’t seem to affect the obviously high levels o f  
use in Fontenelle Park. Fewer people were in the wooded areas on  
the south side of the park where only men were seen jogging, w a lk in g  
and standing around.
In 1988, $300,000 in federal funds were used to r e h a b i l i ta te  
Om aha’s parks with problems (Silkworth 1991). Another $250,000 in
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federal funds were received the spring of 1991 to continue th e  
rehabilitation process (Silkworth 1991). $175,000 had been a lloca ted
to replace 35 year old playground equipm ent in 1991 (City of O m aha 
1991). Without federal moneys, replacing playground e q u ip m e n t 
would be limited to about five parks a year (Silkworth 1991). This 
federal assistance was a positive for Omaha’s parks in the 1990’s. 
Miller and Kellom Parks share a $255,500 UPARR grant. Miller P a rk  
renovations include restroom s, shelters, picnic area, pavilion, ro a d s  
and playground equipm ent, while Kellom pool and bath h o u se  
renovations are underway.
Fontenelle Park, especially in the wooded areas and parking lots, 
has a reputation for undesirable uses. This image problem w as 
difficult to address in terms of park planning because societal issu es  
are beyond the scope of the park system. Levi Carter Park has s im ila r  
problems with overcrowding on the w eekends, people leave b e h in d  
paraphernalia that indicate undesirable uses such as drug abuse, b e e r  
drinking and sexual activity. R ehabilitation of these parks w as 
pursued on the presum ption that with major changes in the P a rk  
facilities and new kinds of recreation  opportunities, the parks will b e  
used in the manner in which they were intended.
Neighborhood parks, from 2 to 14 acres in size and fe a tu rin g  
playgrounds, tennis and picnic areas were on the low end of th e  
desirable size for parks in Omaha. Smaller parks were harder to  
maintain and protect from undesirable uses (Silkworth 1991; 1999). 
Mini-parks are up to 2.5 acres featuring playground equipm ent w ith  
open space. They were costly to plan and protect. A lthough  
playgrounds should one of the first recreation facilities added to  
parks. They really need to be supervised. The less accessible p a rk s  
are under-used. Since mini parks were used by a smaller popu la tion , 
the old large shelter houses attract the homeless, especially during th e  
warmer months of the year (Silkworth 1991). This u n fo r tu n a te
situation was also beyond the scope of park planning, but it does, in  
fact, present problems in m aintaining and encouraging family uses o f 
the smaller parks. For this reason, an effort has continued to locate  
smaller parks in areas that experience higher traffic levels with m o re  
attractive playground equipm ent and sm aller structures.
There are some small parks that are really quite innovative in th e  
Omaha Parks System such as Pipal Park. It was an excellent concept, 
a park design with consideration of the needs of handicapped p eo p le  
in Omaha. The reachable fountains, sim ulated ship design, an d  
playground equipment were m ost inviting to the user. U n fo rtu n a te ly , 
a playground supervisor needs to be part of this facility and m a n y
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playgrounds experiencing full participation.
A nother design which seems to be a progressive approach to p a r k  
planning was the linear park concept. This design provides jogg ing  
and bike paths on undeveloped strips of land often b e tw e e n  
com m ercial and residential areas. Linear parks provide re c re a tio n  
between the two zones of land use which takes advantage of the h ig h  
traffic in the area. This park type really seems to be a sign of th e  
tim es and during the survey period were observed to be used by a 
great num ber of people of all ages. As urbanites in c o rp o ra te  
recreation  activity into their daily routines, parks between work a n d  
home make good sense in park planning (Silkworth 1991). L in e a r  
parks as transition zones seem more desirable than residential a re a s  
directly  abutting commercial and industrial uses. Furtherm ore, th e  
geography of Omaha lends itself to linear park types, trails a n d  
pathw ays along greenway corridors found throughout the City.
5.1 - INVENTORY - Regional Population Trends - Summary by au th o r,
1 9 9 1 -2 .
1980 Census revealed that the population has dem ograph ic  a lly  
shifted with decline in the older more central parts of the city a n d  
rapid w estw ard expansion. Populations moved from the central c ity  
to its adjacent suburbs during the 1970s. The southern u r b a n  
corridor was developed in the 1970’s and has continued north a n d  
west in the 1980’s (City of Omaha 1981).
Overall population patterns: North Omaha - black com munity
greatly declined. - Ames, Cuming, 16th and 30th Streets, e x p e rie n c e d  
a 43 percent decrease in population during the 1970’s - B lacks 
generally moved north and west or immediately adjacent to the o ld er, 
original North Omaha (City of Omaha 1981). From 1978 to 1988, th e  
energy shortage, changing life styles and regional and n a tio n a l 
econom ic factors had impact on urbanization in Omaha (City of O m aha 
1981). The Urban Development Policy provides a public se c to r  
fram ew ork for reversal of the sprawl of development and th e  
rehabilitation of the center city (City of Omaha 1981).
6.1 - INVENTORY - Economic and Employment Characteristics - 
Summ ary by author, 1991.
The m ost basic economic activity is agriculture, however, its  
location eases economic swings of the nation. D iversification in  
em ploym ent opportunities in secondary and tertiary services e x te n d s
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the City’s economic base to include service, trade, governm ent a n d  
insurance industries. Given the economics of the times, this se rv ice  
orientation should provide stability as it has over the last se v e ra l 
decades (City of Omaha 1981, 1990).
7.1 - INVENTORY - Budget Summary 1991 - by author, 1992.
The parks program was responsible for 166 city parks an d  
playgrounds, four large complexes of four ball fields, three com plexes 
of three ball fields, 113 ball fields, 176 tennis courts, a soccer com plex 
of fifteen fields and a soccer complex of eight fields, two o v e rn ig h t 
campgrounds and the utility costs for tw elve com munity cen te rs . 
Total park lands m aintained are over 7,000 acres and cost Omaha an  
estimated $3,550,219 in 1991 for day to day maintenance. The y e a r’s 
budget also included $800,000 for the Zoological Society in O m aha 
(City of Omaha 1991).
Appropriations for other activities were made separately an d  
defined by objectives outlined in the budget. For example, th e  
program for weed and litter control was designed to en co u rag e  
property owners to comply with city ordinances pertaining to th e  
control and accumulation of noxious weeds, grass, and w o rth le ss  
vegetation on private property. In cases of non-com pliance, O m aha 
cut the weeds, removed the litter and billed the property owner. A n 
estim ated $20,000 in revenues were expected from the program  in  
the year. However, in 1989, $28,442 was collected. The b u d g e t 
allocated $559,559 for the Spring Cleanup Program in 1991 w h ile  
denying new equipment requests (City o f Omaha 1991).
The Park Ranger Program was designed to supplement the O m aha 
Police Department Park Patrol to reduce vandalism  of park a n d  
recreation property, theft, assault on citizens and the use of illegal 
beverages and drugs in the park. Considering attributes n ec e ssa ry  
for individuals in this role of park protection and the salaries of o th e r  
park employees, an incredible low $23,207 was considered a d e q u a te  
funding to address this problem in Omaha’s parks. The budget is 
difficult to analyze separate from im plem entation. For example, th e re  
were moneys appropriated ($355,489) for possible use in this p u rp o se  
for part-tim e and seasonal em ploym ent. Also, the cap ita l 
appropriation of $4,8533,161 including $175,000 for p la y g ro u n d  
equipm ent and $10,000 for park graphics funded by the M unicipal 
Infrastructure Redevelopm ent Fund was potentially available to  
protect the parks (City of Omaha 1991). The capital a p p ro p ria tio n  
noted above seems like a trem endous am ount of operation money fo r
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the Parks Division when it is on paper. In reality, this amount is 
conservative com pared to budget increases over the preceding f iv e  
years. F urtherm ore, the budget allocations are far from th e  
im plem entation process in Om aha’s parks.
The R ecreation Division was allocated a total of $1,939,800 in  
capital funds. $981,556 was budgeted for the Omaha's co m m u n ity  
center recreation programs. These centers were expected to g e n e ra te
approxim ately $116,000 in revenue during the year.
T h e  ice arenas were expected to pay for themselves in the long 
run. $165,948 was budgeted for their operation. $184,000 w as
expected in revenues. The 25 swimming pools in Omaha w e re  
expected to produce $260,000 were expected to cost $537,391 in
1991. Besides supervising leisure swimming, the pool p ro g ra m s 
included instructional swimming and w ater safety skills which cost
about $300,000 in 1991. Swimming pools are known am ong  
recreation professionals as one of the greatest and most ex p e n s iv e  
recreation liabilities in any setting. Tennis Courts are inexpensive to
build and m aintain. The 1991 budget set aside $97,617 for th e s e
facilities. They experience high use and were expected to g e n e ra te  
$149,000 in league and registration fees during the year.
Other recreational ac tiv itie s  were essentially expected to pay fo r  
themselves in 1991. The budget allocation of $157,288 was based on  
revenues from  1990 program s such as city wide sports, the su m m e r  
day camp, senior citizen programs, therapeutic recreation, specia l 
events, summ er TV program and sports clinic, music concerts, and th e  
show wagon. The Public Arts Commission contributed $5,000 to
support all these activities. The Metro Arts Council also s u p p o r te d  
these activities in the amount of $40,000 (City of Omaha 1991).
The 1986 Recreation and Culture Bonds had a rem a in in g  
$1,520,000 for im provem ents and rehabilitation projects in 1991. 
$75,000 was budgeted for the Near South Recreation C enter. 
$100,000 has been set aside for Elmwood Park Rehabilitation a n d  
$200,000 for Suburban Parks Rehabilitation. $250,000 was to be u se d  
for park roads and parking lots in the city. Major facilities a n d  
neighborhood park rehabilitation programs were expected to r e q u ir e  
some $100,000 each. While the innovative Linear Trail Corridors h a d  
$695,000 budgeted  in order to provide transition zones b e tw e e n  
developing com m ercial and residential areas throughout the city (City 
of Omaha 1991).
T he Forestry  Division has been allocated $966,067 to operate in  
1991. $118,488 provides for the replacem ent of fire ex tin g u ish e rs ,
com puter equipm ent and office machines. $200,217 is for total c a re
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of all trees within the City. $441,633 will be used to purchase ch a in  
saws and a dump truck. $205, 729 is expected to be necessary fo r  
identification and the removal of diseased and unsafe trees along City 
streets, traffic ways, parks and public property. An a d d itio n a l 
$746,887 has been allotted for 31 em ployee positions which is 
consistent with 1990 (City of Omaha 1991).
The C e n tra l M ain ten an ce  D iv is io n  will receive $2440,418 fo r 
com puter hardware and software; $446,000 for m aintenance of all 
off-road and on-road vehicles, $445,053 for carpentry  and p a in tin g ; 
$4,542,415 for electrical, plumbing and air conditioning; $ 3 ,3 5 7 ,6 4 9  
for heavy equipment; $188,278 for preventive m aintenance an d  
w interizing swimming pools; and $154,113 for the central w a re h o u se  
opera tions.
The M u n ic ip a l I n f r a s t r u c tu r e  R e d e v e lo p m e n t F u n d  co v ers  
$700,000 in renovations, repairs, replacem ents, and the installation o f 
new playground equipment. The division total is $3,074,626 fo r 
1991. An additional $1,626,318 is expected to be spent on labor (City 
of Omaha 1991).
It is significant that the  G olf D iv is io n  is expected to g e n e ra te  
$2,142,000 and that the appropriations reflect only the direct cost o f 
operations which is a total of $1,506,964. Both the labor costs o f 
$1,080,502 and equipment maintenance costs, $426,462, are re f le c te d  
in other sections of the budget. For this reason, it is hard to  
determ ine if the golf courses are truly se lf-supportive , b re a k -e v e n  
public operations or otherwise (City of Omaha 1991).
The A u d i to r iu m  appropriations reflect only direct costs 
associated with operation and are expected to be self-supportive in  
that space, equipment and facilities are all provided on a rental b as is  
and have generated about $1,680,000 each year since 1989. 
However, fringe benefits and equipm ent m aintenance are n o t 
included in the $1,409,769 budget for 1991 (City o f Omaha 1991).
The R o sen b la tt S ta d iu m  is a major athletic facility with a 
seating capacity of 17,400. It is the site of the annual NCAA College 
World Series and the home of the Omaha Royals AAA p ro fess io n a l 
baseball team $341,000 and $351,000 was estim ated  as the a n n u a l 
revenues for 1990 and similar revenue figures are expected in 1991. 
The City has budgeted $318,854 for labor, operations, and cap ita l 
improvements. $18,500 of which is expected to be subsidized by th e  
Municipal Infrastructure Redevelopment Fund (City o f Omaha 1991).
The O rpheum  T h ea ter o r O m aha P e rfo rm in g  A rts  C e n te r  is 
owned and operated by the City to provide a facility for a variety of 
local and national theater presentations, popular entertainers, an d
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cultural enrichm ent productions. Between $190,000 and $193,000 in  
revenues are expected in 1991, while the cost of operation is expected  
to be $214,963. This indicates that the general funds will be spent to  
subsidize this facility and its operation in 1991 (City of Omaha 1991).
The budget was $980,000 for personnel, repair and m ain tenance  
of the South Omaha City Hall, Civic Auditorium , Rosenblatt S tadium , 
Omaha Perform ing Arts Center and the City’s 13 community cen ters. 
This is addition to the funds appropriated for services in th e se  
facilities (City o f Omaha 1991).
The O m a h a /D o u g la s  Civic C e n te r  operations are expected to  
cost $1,003,291 in 1991. This figure is estim ated in accordance w ith  
the direct cost of m aintaining the Center over the last few years fo r 
the city and the Douglas County Health D epartm ent which the facility  
houses (City o f Omaha 1991).
T he M u n ic ip a l D o ck  is expected to be self-sufficient at $17 ,000  
in estimated revenues for 1991 (City of Omaha 1991).
The purpose of this summary was to analyze the re la tio n sh ip  
between the state of the parks in 1991 and the plan of 1992 w hich  
was expected to be im plem ented to maintain and develop ind iv idual 
parks throughout the 1990s. The City budget was addressing many o f 
the problems that were recognized in 1991. During the 1990s fu r th e r  
inquiries proved that Omaha remain progressive according to US 
standards. A dditionally , Omaha budget constraints have b e e n  
allievated by federal funding addressing many of the problems w ith in  
the parks. The planning process seems to have evolved in time to  
sustain developm ent throughout the park system. More critical th a n  
budgeting seems to be the prevention of accelerated en v iro n m en ta l 
deterioration caused by the less m anageable natural resources, w h e re  
industrial and social issues are a conflict.
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8.1 - “Acres per 1000” Park Facility Prescriptions by author, 1995.
--------1---------------------------------------------------------------- 1------------------
DADI/ D D C C rD ID T IA klC  l O f l Ci x L o u m r  i i j  j
ACRES PER
THOUSAND
FACHJUES LOCATION PEOPLE
1 playground Central Park Mall 2
2 open space 2
3 Rec. Center with parking; open space 4
4 Soccer Complex with parking , basketball 11
5 playground, open space 4
6 basketball James F. Lynch Park* 2
7 ballfield with parking 10
8 ballfield with parking , basketball 11
9 playground with open space 3
10 open space 1 -2 acres 2
11 tennis, basketball, open space Fontenelle Park 5
12 Basketball Miller Park* 1
13 playgroundwith open space 3
14 playgrounds w/open space; adds to  28th and Craig Park 16
15 playground with open space adds to  Florence Park or Community Center 3
16 basketball Myott Park or Cottonwood Heights Park 1
17 basketball; playground with open space Orchard Park 3
18 open space Benson Park 1
19 basketball with open space 3
20 playground with open space 3
21 Tennis Complex; playground with open space Benson Community Center 6
22 basketball with open space 3
23 playground with open space 3
24 open space Roberts Park or Hillside Little League 1
25 playground with open space 3
26 basketball in or near Memorial Park or north side of Elmwoo 1
27 Soccer Complex adds to  Elmwood or near Lexington Street 10
28 playground with picnic area and open space 3
29 basketball; tennis; playground with picnic area and open space 6
30 playground w/picinic area and open space Golf - 9 Hole 35
31 open space 2
32 playground with picnic area and open space 3
33 playground; basketball Pulaski Park 3
34 playground; basketball; picnic area and open space 5
35 basketball South Omaha Industrial Park 1
36 Golf 9/18 open space 60
37 playground picnic area and open space 3
38 playground Karen Park 1
39 basketball soccer 6
40 playground picnic area and open space 3
41 open space 1
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8.2 - “Acres per 1000” Park Facility Prescriptions continued.
42 Swimming Pool 5
43 basketball playground - Regency Park 2
44 playground picnic area and open space 3
45 basketball w/open space 1
46 basketball Maple Village Park and Warren Swiggart Golf Cou 1
47 basketball; playground picnic area and open space 5
48 playground picnic area and open space 3
49 basketball; playground; picnic area and open space 5
50 2 playgrounds - east/w est sides; picnic area and open space, basketball, soccer, Recreation Ce 16
51 playground w/picnic area, tennis Recreation Center 6
52 playground w/picinic area and open space add to Escalante Hills 3
53 playground w/picnic area and open space west end of Knolls Golf Course 3
54 playground w/picnic area and open space Recreation Center with accessible parking 8
55 playground w/picnic area and open space adds to Brookside Park 3
56 basketball; playground w/picnic area and open space 5
57 open space Mockingbird West Community Center 1
58 playground w/picnic area and open space west of Harper Valley Park 5
59 playground w/picnic area and open space 3
60 playground w/ picnic area and open space 3
61 basketball; soccer Tennis Complex 9
62 basketball adds to  south end of Timber Creek 1
63 basketball w/open space 2
64 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, soccer, Tennis Complex 20
65 2 playgrounds w / picnic area and open space (east/west), basketball, Recration Center 20
66 basketball w/ open space 3
67 playground w/ picnic area and open space adds toTrendwood Park 3
68 basketball adds to West Fair Acres 1
69 basketball w/ open space west side of Boy's Town 3
70 ballfield 10
71 playground w/ picnic area and open space southeast side of Willow Wood Park 3
72 playground w/picnic areas and open space 3
73 playground southeast section of Tranquility Park 1
74 basketball near Fort Street in Tranquility Park 0.5
75 basketball northwest section of Tranquility Park 0.5
76 playground w/ shelter house(s), open space ; I 5
77 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball and ballfield(s) | 14
78 playground w/shelter house(s), picnic area and open space, basketball, Youth Ballfield Compie: 25
79 playground w/ picnic areas and open space 6 acres south east with other facilities planned 3
80 playground w/picnic area and open space 3
81 ^playground w/picnic area and open space 3
82 ^playground w/picnic area and open space 3
83 **playground w/picnic area and open space 3
84 ^playground with shelter(s), picnic area, open space, basketball tennis, accessible parking 14
85 ^playground w/picnic area and open space, soccer 10
86 **playground with picnic area and open space, basketball, tennis, Recreation Center 10
87 ^playground with picnic area and open space j 3
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8.3 - "Acres per 1000” Park Facility Prescriptions continued.
88 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space 5
89 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, Tennis Complex 9
90 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
91 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, ballfield 14
92 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, Youth Ballfield Complex, accessible parki 28
93 playground w/picnic area and open space 3
94 playground w/picnic area and open space, ba playground w/picnic area and o.s., basketball 5
95 playground w/picnic area and open space, b north side of Boys Town 14
96 playground w/picnic area and open space, b west side of Boys Town 5
97 basketball with open space 3
98 basketball, Tennis Complex Project underway in Zorinsky Lake S
99 basketball Walnut Grove Park 0.5
100 playground w/picnic area and open space, ballfield 12
101 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
102 2 playgrounds w/picnic area and open space, basketball, soccer, Swimming Pool w/accessible 14
103 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, tennis, Recreation Center, with accessibl 9
104 playground w/ picnic area and open space, basketball 5
105 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, Swimming Pool w/ accessible parking 9
106 playground w/p[icnic area, basketball Harvey Oaks Park 3
107 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
108 playground w/picnic area and open space 5
109 basketball with picnic area and open space 3
110 playground with picnic area and open space 3
111 playground with picnic area and open space 3
112 basketball, open space, tennis adds to  Seven Pines' 6 acres 5
113 playground w/picnic area and open space adds to Huntington Park 4
114 basketball w/open space 4
115 Soccer Rec. Ctr. w/access. parking, Youth B 30
116 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
117 playground with picnic area and open space, basketball 5
118 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, tennis, scoccer, ballfield, S. Pool w/ acc 24
119 playground w/ picnic area and open space, tennis 5
120 ♦♦playground w/picnicarea and open space, basketball j 5
121 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space, Rec. Ctr. w/ access, parking, ballfield 14
122 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space, north side of intersection 8
123 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space , basketball 5
124 ♦♦playgrounnd w/picnic area and open space, basketballm, tennis, soccer 10
125 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
126 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
127 ♦♦playground w/shelter house(s), picnic area and open space, basketball, tennis, Rec. Ctr. w/j 32
128 ♦♦playground w/ picnic area and open space, basketball I 5
129 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, Tennis Complex | 8
130 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball j 5
131 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball j 5
132 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball j 5
133 ♦♦playground w/picnic area and open space | 3
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8.4 - “Acres per 1000” Park Facility Prescriptions continued.
134 **playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, tennis 7
135 ^playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
136 playground w/picnic ara and open space, basketball 5
137 basketball, Golf 9 /18 hole, 60
138 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
139 **pl ay ground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
140 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
141 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, Tennis Complex 8
142 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
143 tennis Zorinsky Lake 1
144 playground w/picnic area and open space, Rec. Ctr. w/ access, parking 7
145' playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
146 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
147 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
148 playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
149 playground on southside, basketball, soccer, Ridges Park 90
150 **playground on southeast side of intersection w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
151 **pl ay ground w/picnic area and open space, basketball, Rec. Ctr. w/ access, parking, ballfield 16
152 **pl ay ground w/ picnic area and open space, basketball 5
153 **playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
154 **playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 9
155 **playground w/picnic area and open space, ballfield 12
156 **playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
157 ^playground w/picnic area and open space, basketball 5
158 **playground with picnic area; openspace; Rec. Ctr. w/ access, parking 8
159 **pl ay ground w/picnic area and open space, Swimming Pool w/ access, parking 8
** = optional facility development until after 2010 1
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